Farm, Garden and Household,
Homo-Shoeing.
1 he

following extracts from a recent
article in Forest am! Stream, contain sonic
useful suggestions:
"On an average horses

require shoeing

Republican Journal.

a month.
The length ol time a shot
will wear depends much on the kind ot
road he is daily travelling. A team horse
in heavy draught does not wear out ai
many shoes as one used in a hack; quick
Kitty of Coleraine.
the corner and see Aunt Helen, with n
motion grinds shoes down more rapidly
piece of bread in her hand, in doubt
than slow use.
Some pavement is liardei An beautiful kitty, one morning, was tripping,
With a pitcher ot* milk from the fair at Coleraine,
whether to have anything to do with those
on shoos than an
ordinary road, whilo the When she saw me she stumbled —the pitciicr it (owls or
not, twice extending her hand
t riot ion ot a gravelly re>ad wears them
tumbled,
And all the sweet buttermilk watered I lie plain.
with ihe crumbs and snatching it back
Wooden
is
bul
away rapidly.
pavement
a
little saving to the wear and tear ol “Oh, what [shall 1 do now:- ‘l'waa looking at you again, and at last making one bold effort,
and throwing the whole thing at them,
now;
shoes, for the grit and dust which become
Sure such a pitcher I'M ne'er meet again,
and hurrying into the house, lint from
impacted in the interstices ot the wooden ‘Twas the pride of me dairy; oh, Harney McLeary,
You're sent as a plague tii the girls ot Coleraine!" that moment the ever-hungry Cochins
Flock grind away shoes like the friction ot
seemed to regard her as their patron
down beside her, and gently did chide her,
a.,
emery wheel. The hind shoes wears T sat
That such a misfortune should give her such pain:
saint. She never appeared but they came
out lirst. and there is more strain and fricA kiss 1 then gave her, before 1 did leave her,—
stalking gingerly along to meet her, and
tion on them than on the forward shoes.
She vowed for such pleasure she’d break it again.
at last one even made so bold as to tty up
It .- impossible and improper for a horse
'I'was hay-making season, 1 can't tell The reason,
and perch on the back of her chair on the
wear slices mure than six weeks, for
Misforu ties will never come single—that’s plain:
For very soon alter poor Kitty’s disaster.
piazza. (>f course he was shooed off with
the growth of the foot shortens the shoe,
The devil a pitcher was whole in Coleraine!
is well as
vigor—with a little more vigor, perhaps,
changes the shape otherwise
because Mr. Thornton had at that moment
1 lie neglect
will cause the shoe to enbeen passing, and had seen this woman
croach upon the soft textures of the loot
| From Harper's Magazine for February.]
who would never keep hens presenting
ml produce lameness.
Romance of a Barn-yard,
that tableau.
I'here arc hut lew practical mechanics
\Ve were all sitting on the piazza, exIt was two or three days after that that
win, iiave sullieiently studied the foot ot
those of us that were swinging in the Aunt Helen,
coming home at twilight
tuc horse
it is not enough to know the cept
hammocks among the trees; the sett wind lrom one of her rambles
by the river-bank
anatomy ot the foot, and where to insert a was
ovet
the
birds
were
dartus,
blowing
was observed to lie
very nervous and
mil not to cause pain, but the foot should
low here and there, and the bantams
Hushed, and to look as if she had been
be studied in the state of nature, before ing
and the spring chickens and the big black
crying.
the mechanism of man has hv artificial
Cochins were clucking and picking in the
"It’s all right.” said our Ned, coming
appliances distorted it
watched over by the old King in
grass,
shortly after her. "I know all about it.
1 he shape of the hoot of the wild horse,
Charles, who redeemed us from vulgarity, I’ve been
setting my eel traps; and what
ol cue which has never been shod,
and it was a scene of domestic comfort, as do vou think—she met old Thornton—”
si., old lie. taken as a model,
flic foot is Aunt Helen said. Aunt
Helen, by-the-way,
“Ned
i.'it-n properly balanced, neither too
long became a very pleasant addition to tlie
"She did indeed. And what'll you say
i!,,r too broad, but it lias adjusted itself to
oomtortable appearance of the scene, as to that nian's cheek ? He
up and spoke to
nature, and the muscles and tendons are she
said it. She was just as plump as a her!”
not strained by travel,
('onlineuient and woman
ought to be when her next birth"Oh, now, Ned! Before you ?”
unskillful shoeing change the anatomical
day is maybe her fortieth. She had a soft
‘Fact. Before me ? No, indeed ; I lay
relations of the toot, and the best judg- Hush on
her cheek, where the dimple was low,” said
Ned, with a chuckle. "But,
ment ol tlie mechanic is often taxed to
yet as fresh as when she was a girl, and bless
they wouldn’t have seen me if
correct the growing
deformity—from un- the Hush deepened sometimes into a real i hadyou.
stood high.”
-kiiltui shoeing. When a reasoning, skilldamask : her teeth were like rows of seed
"For shame, Ned ! Oh, how could you
tii 1 mechanic is found the horse is safe in
corn for whiteness, and her eyes were just -—and Aunt
Helen !”
los hands, tor he only preserves the noras brown as brook water; only her hair
"Guess you’d have been no better in my
ma! shape of the hoot, and adjusts the
—that was quite white.
Lovely hair, place,” said the unscrupulous boy. "But
shoe to protect it.
t he frog in the hoof
though, for all that; she parted it evenly there, that’s all. If I couldn’t listen, of
i the hors,- is placed there for a
particu- over her low level forehead and above the
course, you can’t.”
lar purpose, and should not be cut by the
yet black eyebrows; and we all declared, ;
“Oh, now, Ned, please!” we all chorusshoe,If this is allowed contraction and
of
our
that
Aunt
Helen
lives,
every day
\ ed together.
lameness will follow
The shape and was a
“1
used
to
had
reshe
be,”
beauty
lie stood straight before
A ell, then,
weight of the shoe should be accommo1 have her.
; “hut that's all gone now.
‘Helen,’ said he, ‘have you forgotdated to tlie purposes for which they are plied
put my youth behind iue."
ten me i” and she began to turn white. T
i he track horse requires a
designed
Perhaps she had. Hut we yotit g people have had time enough. Sir,’ said she.”
shoe lighter and without corks, while the
i used to think differently when we saw Mr.
not to have staid, Ned!”
draught lmrse must haven hinny broad i Thornton coining up the road, and Aunt j “Oh, you ought
•■You may find out the rest by your
shoe, w '!i e ik- to enable him to obtain Helen's
eyes resolutely bent on tier work,
said the offended narrator. "I
:ia,l travel with the least possible
but her color mounting and mounting, till learning,”
should like to know how 1 was going to
-ti ail,
tlie reddest rose that ever burned in the
leave. Only i’ll say this, that if Aunt
sunshine was not so rich.
Mr. Thornton
Helen would marry old Thornton to-day—
Principles of Breeding.
saw it too, no doubt, for lie always looked
She wouldn’t touch him with a walkingW i- • lien hear people talk as if it were and looked intently all the way by. Hut
stick !”
the truth was—I shall have to tell you all
an
ms) matter to originate a new race of
To our amazement, on the very next
about it if l tell you any—that when Aunt
atternoon who should appear at our gate,
domestic animals by taking a cross be- Helen was
she
and
twenty years younger,
Hvcen two races or breeds
Not many Mr. Thornton were lovers, as they had with his pha’ton and pair, but Mr. Thornton ; and who, bonneted and gloved and
been lovers ever since they could rememteals ago .1 was often maintaineil that we
should issue from the door, to be
ber.
had
built
house
their
at last, veiled,
They
ought, to build up an American breed ol
placed in that phieton and drive off with
and
tier
dress
was made.
II
she
wedding
•
attic, in this way, by many intelligent
him, but Aunt Helen. Ned chuckled ; but
was every inch her mate
fanners who supposed they knew what was a beauty, he
the rest of us could do nothing but wonder,
because
he is to-day—1
know
he
was,
"lias she gone to be married ?" we gasped.
they were talking about It, ought always one ot the men it does
you good to see, And Hill and
to be kept in mini! that races have a fixity
Harry began to cry.
as il they could hold up the
who
look
i type which is transmitted from
I'll tell you,” said Ned, in merparent world if need
"Well,
he, and
you with
!•• oilspring, and this
"He said there’d never been a day
offspring so closely confidence in their newerinspire
Now what in cy.
resembles tile parents, when they both ate
since lie lelt her that he hadn’t longed for
•d the same race, that no one familiar or tilt* world do you suppose that, with their what he threw
away.”
ami the eake baked, and j
conversant with that particular race would house furnished,
WU, HOW' WKKtU :
a dozen years ot intimate affection to bind !
ever mistake it a
“She tolil lain .so. very ijuietly ami sebelonging to another or
Aunt Helen and Mr. Thornton iotind j
different rai <■
And yet the offspring will them.
verely—I tell you. Aunt Helen can Ire seshe
about?
She
declared
to
would
<|uarrel
not once in ten thousand times lie p/vri'.sr| vere.—and to be silent on that point. ‘Forlike either ot the. parents. The indi- not keep hens! And he declared that then 1 ever?’said he. ‘And ever,’said she. ‘It
!
That
was the
vidual will vary, although at the same he wouldn't keep house
is impossible,’ said he. And then he went
time he nut be a perfec t specimen of the whole of it. to condense the statement; aver, one
by one, a dozen diltereut days
race
No Shorthorn breeder would lor a one word led to another, and another led
and scenes when they were young;; and
in
a towering pasto
and
more,
dually,
moment dispute the “puiitv of blood” in
it ever a fellow felt mean, 1 was the one.”
sion himself, he told Aunt Helen that she
•■1 should think you would.” we cried,
tarlight :'d ; neither would he dispute it had better
learn
to
control
her
if
temper
in New Year’s Day, lii llakim, or Crusawith one accord.
Inwant
to
a \ Ken entirely, and
she
didn't
der 1’hese bull- had all and each of them
“Now look here,” returned Med. “If
in- jili
-Sail rTiar.aetei i-ti sufthe thorough- Aunt Helen took the ring off her linger wm want to hear the rest,
you keep that
it on the table without a word,
!•• t shorthorn
Iml at the same time no and laid
It was too
sort of remark to yourself.
out of the room, and refused to
and
sailed
two
l them were pis oi
late lor me to show myself, anyway. And
elj alike they see him when he called in the
w ell
: I nil t" tie
morning, I’ll be blamed if I’ll say another word if
bill \ ivied a-, iudiand sent back itis letter unopened, and
• iiluai
you don’t, every one acknowledge you’d
cut.
the
cake
and
some
n| it
wedding
pul
Am two rare udl be ;u idilie with each
have done just as 1 did.”
on the tea table and sent the rest to the
"tiler, but a third or new race eamiof be
“Oh, Ned, do tell (he whole I That’s a
on
the
fair.
-Mr.
Thornwhole,
Perhaps,
lormed troiu two old ones or two already
boy !”
good
IKaetly one
exiitenei
111i• ha l.. tried leneat- ton might have been right.
she just began to cry 1 never
*
*»•«.*v. H
“Well,
‘'*fi**< \Ir Tliopitnji wic
Atm t»n i> »t
/mm, -imi'cn
V iJfiwit.
11 \ and mwer let succeeded; the pro- tvoMmarried to Mary Mayliew, an inoffensive seemed as if he would
go distracted ; and
am V will revert I" olie or both the origimarried
would
have
who
little
any
body
nal type or races.
lie begged her not to cry, and she cried
All that, can be done
that asked her, ami she went into
tin- hape 1 impis u emenl isto develop body
the more; and he begged her to marry
been
furnished
accordbad
that
the house
him out of hand- 1 know just how todo if
i, and have these become mo well
to Aunt Helen's taste; and immedionlv it doesn’t seem a very suecessileicloped ill a eerie ol generations that ing
afterward a hcn-hoii.-e of the most now1;
ilu-v will belong t" and bin unit hereditary ately
lul way—and she shook her head; and he
of architecture, with
as transmissible ipialities.
1 lie hereditary fancilul description
implored her, by their old love, he said,
gilded vanes and scarlet chanticleers bris- and she wiped her ejes, and looked at him
t I'an- iiiissn ui of r
is one tiling and beon
the
bill
rose
behind
all
over
it.
and gave a laugh—a hateful sort of laugh.
nny's i,i race, and the transmission of tling
bis bouse, lull ol fancy fowl, and the litis ,jitite another thing and lie‘Our old love!’ said she.
‘Then,’ said he,
and
with
its
till
lawn
alive
tle
oveilbnv,
lone to intelligent breeding and care,
•if you will not for my sake, nor for your
the
without
couldn't go by
place
l’he difficulties ought, not to discourage you
own sake, nor for the sakeof that old love,
meeting a lloek of cropple crown, or part- marry me for the sake of the motherless
0
11 .in constant effort, for the
improveor white Leghorn, or black
i, true, but they ridge Cochin,
.o'lit ot our stock, it
children who need you more than children
on each separate piece
tioiiid have tlm effect to control and guide Spanish, living up
ever needed a mother yet, and who—who
of fence to crow out. Mr. 'Thornton’s triAnd then Aunt
at
are driving me crazy!’
e-.pciiments into ),tactical channels
of
the
old
tradition
the
umph—reversing
out to accept s.ain.- things as settled
Helen laughed in earnest, a good, sweet,
[N crower,
“No
women
rule
and
crying,
1
t o liter.
ringing peal; and the long and the short
here !"
ot it is that she has driven up lo the
They say Mr. Thornton grew \ery old Thornton house to-day, to look at the cubs
Treatment ot* Cows.
in a lew years. Ills inolfensive little tiling
and see what she thinks about them. Mayt ,,ws should be milked at o in the moruof a wife turned out to be a smart termabe sire’ll bring them down here—she’s
him
a
dance.
Perwho
let!
pretty
in
oi"* and
llie evening, and should not gant,
on missionary work, you know."
great
was
dissatisfied
with
her
of
she
piece
lie driven tar bet nc milking, and milking haps
"Well, 1 declare!” was the tinal chorus.
a heart ; but then she knew that was all
should no! hegm immediately after the
when she took it. 11c treated her always And we sat in silence a good half hour;
the time our tongues were running
cows have been driv on ; drive gently. The
gently—perhaps feeling be had done her and by Aunt Helen had
returned, and Mr.
again.
some wrong in marrying iter—and gratiis
where
or set should
the
milk
stored
place
Thornton had come in with her and sat
be clean, washed morning and evening. fied her every wish, although, having
down upon the piazza step at her ieet, hut
A shnv and careless milker, or one who cared nothing for Iter in the beginning, it
not at all with the air ot an accepted lover
be
eared
more for her in
if
is
doubtful
any
treats a cow harshly, dries her up.
Ap—much more like a tenant of Mohamcame after eighteen
The
end
the
end.
prise Ii the mill’ll cow gently, never strike
mend’s coffin, we thought. And, as 1 beyears, when Mrs. Thornton was killed in
or abuse her, or excite her; don’t milk
to tell you, we were all sitting and
gan
a railroad collision, and her husband was
rapidly on beginning, increase gradually
there when Aunt Helen exclaimswinging
on
his
four
children
with
left
hands, rude,
until all is drawn ; if milked in the stall,
ed about its being a scene of domestic
feed with some palatable food while milk- noisy, ill-faring cubs, as all the neighbors
the big black
It Mr. Thornton had ever impatient- comfort. As she sat down,
ing, Dairymen and women often have a said.
to meet her, and Aunt
to think that his punishment Cochin hen came
chanced
for
ly
rules.
Such
never
proUmml contempt
Helen threw her a bit of water-cracker, a
have taintless sw eet milk, butter or cheese. had lasted long enough, he thought now
when
supply of which she always carried about
he
found
himit
was
just
beginning,
Decaying organisms of all kinds should Ire
her nowadays.
those
with
children.
He
wonself
alone
kept away hom cows anil then: pastures.
ny, w Here s your nusnanu r saiu sue
Milk may be tainted by dirty hands of the dered that his wife had had any temper
to the hen.
lie
more
left
at
all.
more
bent,
grew
milker; never allow a smoker about your
“There he is.” said Ned. “lie's been
wuineu
vexeu aim
uii), aim uim
cows when
milking, nor about your milk- would
have recognized, people up alone in that corner ot the grass the
hardly
house or room at any time.
alone
js said, the dark and
Hay
and clucking and insplendid Stephen Thorn- whole day, calling
not sullicient lor milch cows; a suilieient
company; but the rest havn’t paid
bulk cannot, be eaten to make a large flow ton of his youth in this middle-aged, gray- viting
the least attention to him, and are picking
oi milk; rapeeake ami bran, with bean haired man; and yet. to our eyes, he was
and scratching down among the cannas.”
a
still
quite
remarkable-looking
person—
ami oat straw eliafl', steamed together,
“Oh, but lie’s been down there twice,
so from our
associating hint
make a good and palatable food, to which perhaps more
cried Harry, “and tried to whip the
Ned,”
in
Aunt
Helen’s
the
and
with
life,
poetry
bran meal may be added; roots, kohi,
little bantam, but it was a drawn battle.”
an object of wonder as to
him
rabi, and mangolds, and alter each mess making
whether or not they would ever come to“Well, he ought to have a little vacaa
feeding of hay li1 pounds a day; such is
tion and scratch for himself a while,” said
again.
a nutritious diet, and makes a
gether
flow
good
Hut there was little chance of that. We Aunt Helen. “He has picked and scratched
ol milk, l ire annual yield ol milk from an
had met Mr. Thornton elsewhere, but he lor his hen and her family in the most
cow
is
oOU
ordinary dairy
gallons or ti.OOO
had never come across our threshold since taithlul way all summer.”
quarts, some eows give much more and
the day he went out with his bride’s ring.
“And so’s the banty,” said Ned. “The
others less.
Stables where cows are kept during the And Aunt Helen’s peculiarity was that she bantam’s the best; he’s taken as much
Could she, then, forget the care of the chickens as the hen has, anywinter season should be warm and well never lorgot.
i’irie boards, eeotiomieally words he spoke to her in his anger? Could way ; and he never went to roost once all
ventilated,
she ever forget his marrying another wothe time the hen was setting, Mr. Thornused, will do much to save bay and grain
It had been in ton, but sat right down in the straw beside
in keeping live stock through the winter. man in less than a week ?
See to it. now that your herds and flocks that week and a few following that her her every night.”
hair had turned white. She had suffered
“A model spouse,” said Aunt Helen.
are comfortably sheltered during the in“They are almost human,” said Mr.
clement season.
Let these hints and sug- inexpressibly ; she had never slept a night;
but she kept up a gay face. Perhaps she Thornton. And so we sat talking till the
gestions be heeded. ['The Cultivator.
would have suffered longer if it had not tea bell rang, for Mr. T hornton was going
been lor our growing up about her. Her to stay to tea, he boldly told us; and we
An Item for Lull lot,.
life was thus filled, every moment of it; saw that he meant to get the young peo1 lowers in winter, and how best to pre- she had but very little time to be
lonely, ple on his side by the way he began to
to brood, or mourn. She forgot herself in
talk to Ned about trout and picKerel, and
serve them is a rare piece ol pleasure and
It gave her a quiet happiness, anil deep-sea iishing; but when he got to eel
us.
inlonnatluii which many are interested in
kept her comely. And then she was too traps, Ned’s face was purple, and he
enjoying Loses in winter were rpiite a proud : whenever the thought thrust up its blessed that lea bell 1 fancy. However
rarity a lew years ago, even with florists, head, she shut the lid down, as you may Mr. Thornton might have tound that it
not because people did not know bow tc say, and sat on it.
wasn’t so easy to range the young people
cultivate them, but because llie demand
Hut one day—after the time when the on his side, if he had made a long-continwas not large enough to pay for their exdoetorhad said Harry was a hopeless crip- ued effort. We enjoyed a romance under
tensive cultivation.
Now the passion for ple, and must lie on his back the rest of our eyes, but we had no sort of notion of
flowers lias increa ml to such an extent his life—Aunt Helen brought home a lit- his taking our Aunt Helen away.
We were just coming out from tea, and
that thriving plants are to lie seen in altle basket from the country fair, and took
most every window. The attempt to have
from the wool within it. two of the cun- were patronizing the sunset a little, which
rose bushes flower through the winter haf
ningest mites of chickens you ever laid was uncommonly tine, and I thought I had
only recently become general, but it is your eyes on. “1 hate them,” said she; never seen Aunt Helen looking like such a
successful nevertheless. Such plants should “they make me crawl; but they will beauty, with that rich light overlaying
not be allowed to flower in the summer,
amuse the dear child.
They’re African her like a rosy bloom, when John came
as they cannot lie bloomed in summer aut
bantams.” And so they did amuse and de- hastening up.
“I just want you all to step inside the
winter too. They should have plenty o
light him, as he lay on his lounge in the
sunshine, uniform temperature and mod bay-window and watched them growing barn door with me, if you please, ma’am,”
crate moisture. 'The leaves should be kept
up, full ol business. And that was the way said ho. And we went after him to be
clean and bright, for dusts hurts them
by-thc-way, that we came to have chick- greeted by the sweet smell ot the newLarge pots should not be used. The ens round the front piazzas. One night, a mown hay, and to be. gilded by the one
smaller the pot, provided of course that year afterward, when the bantams were great broad sunbeam swimming full of
it is large enough to contain the plant,
quite grown people, somebody dropped a glory ot notes from door to door. “Do
the stronger the plant will become, for a over the fence a pair of big black Cochins, you see that?” said John. It was a flock
rose will not bloom much until the pot i<
that stalked about as if the earth were too of the hens and chickens on their customwell tilled with roots. The cultivation ol good to tread on, or as if they were afraid ary roosts.
‘And now do you see that ?”
flowers in winter as well as summer,
of crushing a bantam with the next step. said he; and he turned about and showed
should he encouraged. They brighten the Oi course we knew where the Cochins us, on the top rail of the pony’s manger,
interior of a room and give it an air ol came from—for nobody else in town had the big black Cochin also gone to roost,
cheerfulness that cau be obtained in nc any—but nobody said a word. Only it but separately—and his wife beside him ?
other way.
was sport on the next day to peer round No, but little Mrs. Bantam.

once
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“That’s who lie lias been clucking ani
this whole afternoon.the wretch"
cried Ned.
“And now look here,” said .John; ami
wo followed him into the harness-room,
where the chickens had chanced to le
hatched, and there, in the straw on tic
floor, sat the disconsolate little banian
rooster, all alone, with his wings spread
and his feathers puffed out, brooding hit
four little chickens under his wings—tie
four little chickens deserted by their moth-

1

—

‘‘Silence is Golden."

calling to

iii

“1 declare ! 1 declare !" cried Aunt Helen,
out into the great moty sunbeam again; “the times are so depraved
that it has really reached the barn-yarl.
The poor little banty and his brood ! Why,
it’s as bad as the forsaken merman
“Only not so poetical,” said we.
“Helen,” said Mr. Thornton, “it is exactly my condition. Are you going U
have pity for that bird, and none tor me1
Are you going to leave me to my late?’
And in a moment, right betore us all. at
'lie stood in that great red sunbeam, Mi.
Thornton put his arms round Aunt Helen
who, growing rosier and rosier, eitliefrom the sunbeam or something else
could do nothing at last but hide her fact
“Helen,” lie said, “you are certainly com
ing home with me?” And Aunt Helen dit
as we came

not say no.

Cuater

and

his

Friends.

i From The bile of General Glister. 1

All the reports of the Indians who
reached the British Possessions were unanimous in saying that they dreaded the
sabre more than any thing, and this is
easily understood when their superstition
as to hand weapons is considered.
It
seems certain that they would never have
reverenced Custer’s body as they did, had
he not struck down their best men in that
grim hand-to-hand tigiit, wherein, among
all the brave and strong, he was the bravest and best swordsman of all, the other
ollieers having had but little teaching in
the use of the sabre. Be that as it may,
it is known that he must have died under
circumstances of peculiar heroism to win
such respect, and that he was only killed
by the bravest Indian of the whole northwest, a man whose unflinching fortitude
had enabled him lo hang in the air for
four hours in the Sun Dance.
So fell Custer, the brave cavalier, the
Christian soldier, surrounded by foes, but
dying it harness amid the men he loved.
Who tell with him ?
There by his side lay Ids brother Tom.
brave Colonel Custer, a double of the
General, who had enlisted as a private
soldier at sixteen, was an oflieer at nineteen. who wore what no other oflieer in
the army could boast of, two medals, each
lor a llag.taken Irom an enemy in battle.
Brave and gentle, courteous and tender, a
Uiodel officer ot cavalry. Cod be with
gallant Tom Custer till the last day. lie
died like all the Custers, with his face to
Lilt'

ami ins leei in lilt

Net Air off, close

iuu.

together, lay

two more

family, poor young Boston
little Autie Heed, Custer’s
nephew, son of that good gentle Christian
woman, who had saved Custer himself
from a reckless career, whose prayers had
helped to make him tlie Christian knight
he became. Brave boys, nearly boys both,
no sworn soldier ot the state could die
more nobly than they, who would not
abandon a brother and kinsman. They
could do little for him, but they could die
with him. Autie was tresh from school a
few weeks before, and wild to see the
Plains with “I’nclp Autie.’’ To take him
ot the same

Custer ami

mus.

niNin

wauo

and ’onimon sense,

ness

|

lint to

attempt

ple.

flic w.te more than any one, should
have full possession of the crowning household gra-e of silence, and know how to
hold her peace even lrom words ol greeting or endearment. Men are so entirely
unlike women in this respect that while
they do love strongly and faithfully they
tit)

uul

ut'fJUim

uu

uits

11:wi

as women

>

do.

uuituiiu

u.\-

A word of

endearment, a smile, or caress, are all
pleasant enough now and then ; hut these

little weaknesses
their comfort and

trary,

a

are

not necessary tor

happiness; on the conloving wile can dispense with

and then and think it no hardher own bodily
needs she secures the time to cater for the
taste or minister to the cointort of those

food

now

ship if bv thus forgetting

she loves. Hut these trifling expressions
of affection and tenderness she raiinnt
dispense with without suifering and loss.
They are her lite. With them her nature
broadens, becomes richer and
j expands,
nobler; without them she withers and is
greatly impoverished. Some husbands
along it was necessary to gi\e him some little know how
quickly their wives may
ollicial employment, and Custer, knowing
deteriorate and become mere cold mathat the rough hard life would make ,i
chines il they pass heedlessly on their way,
man of the boy, had him and another
the heart-lamine they leave at
to help forgetting
schoolmate
herders,
appointed
ir;
U1 IV 13
.,

the lot was, the lad
lie was seeing wild
never complained,
lile, which was all he wanted, and had
obtained leave to go on this scout with the
Boston Custer’s otlicial posiGeneral.
tion was that of forage master to the
Seventh Cavalrv, which ho had held some
time. He had been for years of a consumptive tendency, and his only chance
for life was the open air existence ol the
plains. How far better for him the wild
heroic death ho died, under the blue sky,
lighting like a true Custer, to the slow
column.

Hough

as

enne

'""Hut
gentle

no matter now muciia wue

eravn.i

;

attentions and loving notice, it is
better that she should teach herself to
know the great strength she may comnot grum, unamiable
mand by
silence, but that which gently tends
toward peace; and its patient continuance
will sometimes open a husband’s eyes to
his unintentional neglect, and make him
love and honor his wife all the more lor
the quiet lesson she has taught him. There
are times in a man’s life, far more than
,n a woman’s when any reply to careless
remarks, or complaints of inattention or
lingering failing end of a consumptive, seeming neglect, would lie unwise and
which was his certain portion had he
threaten trouble.
lived.
A woman in eomlorlable health natiirulSo closed tIn-* lives ol tin* three Custers
l\ wakes m the morning in a pleasant,
and their young nephew, tailed on that
frame of mind, inclined to eheerlul.
stricken held, it is time to turn to the happy
eonveisation, and, il her husband
sprightly
with
them.
that
led
comrades
was of the same mind, could in these few
in
the
There is something remarkable
moments of morning converse and greetpower which Custer apparently possessed ing drink in enough nectar to make her
of attracting to his side and intimate comeves bright, and her face cheerful all day
panionship the noblest and best of the men long. Hut unfortunately it often happens
with whom the army brought him m conthat the short time devoted to waking and
tact ; and the facts of his death bring out
dressing arc the very moments when a
tliis power in a conspicuous manner. It is
wise woman will hold her peace and be
clear that when he made the division of
content, to know that loving attentions and
in
the
mornthe regiment inlu battalions
pleasant words have more power and are
ing, Custer knew that heavy work was better appreciated alter a hot steak or chop
coming, and intended to take the heaviest and a good cup of coffee than before
work into his own hands, as he always
We agree with the "Inquirer” at whose
did. Into his own battalion he seems to
we wrote on the subject that such
have gathered all of his own familiar request of
a state
tilings, with which we judge
as
his
three
brothers,
friends, including
she has had a large experience, does not
on
them
to
the
he
could
depend
knowing
to he just.
But here are the facts,
death. Ilis contideuoe was well repaid, appear in main families are ot too comwhich
and we may say to-day, without leal- ol
Can you atlect a change
mon occurrence.
contradiction, that Custer and Custer’s
friends were the flower of the Seventh
meet the delinquent when he returns ? Does
cavalry. 1 ne oauauon mai ien wun v lis- not that mood, which we jedge has been
ter held them nearly all.
too common, enhance the evil and risk,
There was the Adjutant. Brevet-Colonel
carelessness now and then into
Win. W. Cook, the last officer left living, changing indifference ? And
a settled
by expostulathe
linal
fall
broke
hearts
of
and whose
tions, complaints, and perhaps reproaches,
his men and ended the battle. Cook was
her
own love?
does not a wife endanger
a model of manly beauty, in a very difWhile that shines undiminished there is
ferent style from that of Calhoun. Tully
always hope that the “dove of peace and
as tall (both were over six feet) and as
promise” will yet fold its wings and take
was the image
Cook
framed.
powerlully
its abode there, and the last days of
of a typical English Idle Guardsman, with up
that household be brighter and move lovehis highbred aristocratic features and long
ly than the first.
wavy black moustache and whiskers, hike
Have we helped “Inquirer" toward the
Keogh, he was a foreigner, having been solution of her doubts and fears? Will she
born in Canada, whence he entered the
the virtue of silence, a cheerful silence,
American service in the Twenth-fodVth try
when tempted to “last speeches,” and see
New York Cavalry, rising to its colonelcy. if it will not do more to “lilt the cloud”
The reader has seen his name frequently she thinks she feels set
tling over her house
during Custer’s life on the plains. One than the “bitter invectives she is tempted
his
sentence
will
be
best
epitaph. by wounded pride and irritated love” to
proud
Jn choosing an officer to command the
utter? The first, faithfully acted upon,
sharp-shooters of the Seventh Cavalry in brings hope of better times; the latter, if
the Washita campaign the question was not at once and forever dismissed, is sure
not, says Custer, "to choose a good one, destruction of all true love and domestic
but among many good to choose the best."
Union.
lie choose Cook. Let it be written: ‘‘Cus- peace. ("Christian
ter said he was his best officer.”
Fore and Aft.
By his side was gallant Yates, captain
and brevet colonel, tender and true, a man
“It’s Christmas to-morrow,” said Caplike Calhoun, ol old family and gentle tain Jack Miller to his steward, and
you
blood, who had not hesitated to enter the may put some plums in the cabin duff,
ranks as a soldier in the war, had enlisted but don’t use
all
in
one
many, and put’em
as a boy of sixteen, and worked his way
end. 1 can't afford to give the mate plumup to a captaincy in the Regular Army. duff.”
Yates was a tree, sterling fellow, a soldier
“Plums in the duff to-day, steward?”
to the backbone, with the crack company said
the mate next morning.
of the Seventh.
“Yes, sir,” said the steward, “but you
won’t get none; they are all going in the
The British admiralty has been made old man’s end.”
That day, when the duff’ came on the
the victim of an extraordinary hoax. A
fictitious telegram was sent about six table, just as the captain was going to
weeks ago to the Tort Admiral at Cork, help the mate to dull’, that officer quietly
ordering the gunboat Goshawk to proceed turned the dish, remarking as he did so,
The terms in which "That’s a curious old ware, Captain Milat once to Gibraltar.
this telegram was couched was such as to ler.”
leave no doubt ot its being genuine; the
“Yes,” said the captain, U3 he restored
“Iv’e had
the dish to its former position
crew and the amount ot coal were duly
detailed, and in less than twenty-four that plate for a long time.”
hours after the receipt of the orders the
“May 1 ask,” said the mate, once more
Goshawk steamed out of the Cove of Cork, turning the dish, “where you got that
leaving the fisheries, which were under her plate ?”
“1 think, if I recollect right.” said the
care, entirely defenceless.
Fortunately, a
genuine admiralty telegram asking if the captain, as he put the blank end of the
Goshawk luul sailed for Galway, aroused pudding towards the mate, "that I got it
the suspicions of the authorities at Cork, somewhere up the Straits.”
“I thought,” the mate observed, as he
and the hoax was discovered
Telegrams
slewed the plum ond towards him, “that
were instantly dispatched to all the ports
it was not made in England.”
on the way, and one of them reached the
"That’ll do, Mr. Jones,” said the capcaptain of the vessel in Vigo Bay, where
he hail taken refuge during a gale. The tain ; “that’ll do; let the dish alone and
vessel returned to her berth at Cork on I’ll ent the duff fore and aft.” [Brooklyn
Union.
Dec. 80th.
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Painted

Empress.
correspondent of the Now York

World elves the following graphic acof a visit to the ex-empress of
France, to the Vatican : “The other day
1 received information that the ex-empress ot F ranee, who is now in Home
with tier son, was to go to the Vatican on
a certain day to visit the mosaic
factory.
The empress did not come until 1 :.°>0
o’clock. Not only tier manner, but her
appearance was a terrible shock to me
1 have not. seen the empress of France for
over twenty years.
She was then in the
full brilliancy ot her beauty, a young
wile, a young mother, a young empress!
Through all these intervening years of
her gfndeur and vicissitudes 1 have
never lost the memory of her rare beauty. Whenever I have thought of her during these last years, I have pictured her
as a quiet, handsome, melancholy widHut no such
ow, dignified and elegant.
agreeable personage appeared the other
day. She was dressed quietly enough, in
a very simple, ugly English black-cloth
T he skirt was extremely short,
costume.
without flounce or any other trimming,
except a broad black braid. This costume
has a long ioosc jacket, and she wore a
simple English hat of felt. Her feet were
trim, and she minced about on her toes
and high heels. But she was painted red
and white and black.
Her eyes were
darkened, and also the eyebrows and eyelashes. and you could see the paint on her
lips. Then, upon her head was a reddishblonde wig. "Why, she wears a peruke!”
was the whisper among the hidden observers.
There was no mistake about it.
You could see the peruke form in the
front hair.
This false hair was waved
over the forehead and arranged in long
tresses at the back. Her head looked like
a well-made-up barber’s block.
In her
hand she carried a large yellow cane of !
the style of the coquettish marquise canes
of the days of Louise Quatorze. She carried it as a c iprice, not as a support; for
she played and toyed with it, pointed at
the pictures and twirled it about in her
hand. 1 did not go into the mosaic factory when she did; but I was told she
went through the mosaics in a few minutes, evidently feeling no interest in the
curious work, and paid little attention to
Baron Visconti’s explanations.
She seemed preoccupied, if anyone can
say so, with nothing; not bored, bui certainly not interested. Baron Visconti explained carefully all the curious maps, although he looked ready to faint with exhaustion. The empress hardly listened;
she was as coquettish as a young Parisi-

"answir a

pression oi it,

1877.

count

fool according to bis folly”
is to descent to his level.
In the leasehold there are many tilings
which demand forbearance and a good
stock of patience. In a large family hardly an hou' goes by, even when all are disposed to be ruled by the laws of love and
kindness, when little shadows cannot
pass ovei the horizon which by a trilling
irritation or mistake could be nursed into
dark clouds, threatening a storm : but by
silence, Ly "setting a watch over the door
of the liicutli," they pass by without a tipto

1,
The

A

ur.r.om.i;

Wc remember when quite young hearing a schoolboy tell another to “hold his
tongue.” We exclaimed at the rudeness,
but were silenced by the grave assurance
that the boy was quoting the “eleventh
commandment !” If a "commandment,”
then we supposed, of course, it must be in
the Bible, and if there it could not be
other than perfectly proper. Aided by
the "Concordance'’ wesearehed the Scriptures for the “eleventh commandment” but
failed to find it.
But though tins specific injunction could
not be found in the Bible, in riper years
we have often t bought that parents would
show the greatest kindness to young children if they would teach theiii from their
earliest years how wise a tiling it is to
bridle the tongue, and, what is after all
the most affective teaching, make them
see. by their parents’ examples, that they
believed in and acted upon the lessons
they tried to inculcate.
Words spoken in season are ol the
greatest value; but now and then, even
with our best and dearest, there come
seasons when the gilt of silence is far
more to be desired than the most royal
gifts of eloquence
With almost every one there will arise
something that tempts to dispute; when
to retrain from a reply would be the better as well as the harder way, when even
a "soft answer” has not halt the
power of
perfect lilence.
With the ignorant and passionate it is
not onl; useless, but the wildest folly to
dispute. We doubt il Solomon, with all
his wisdom, was in the most trustworthy
state of niml when he advised to "answer
a tool aeiording to his folly.” He certainly
could nd have been inlluer.ced by that
wisdom fiat comes through inspiration.
With gnat selt-eontrol sensible people
may dispite or disagree over points of interest am yet not iorget tiie law of kind-

er.

■

■

Black Man's Testimony.

The
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Oyster Stews.
toil-hardened, true-hearted

Ordered

(•no of those

chaps, often read of in romance, made his
appearance on the Campus Marius yesterday, and his sympathies were at once
aroused by the "sight of three or four old

him with tlicit- buckwork.
“I’ll be hanged if it isn’t tough,” he replied when they told him that they hadn't
had any work for a month.
How would
you like to have some oysters .J"
They smacked their lips by way of reply, and he gathered up a crowd of eight,
marched them to a restaurant and ordered
oyster stews for each one.
“It just does my soul good to see. them
eat !’’ he said to the owner of the place as
the eight got to work.
“Yes, it’s a beautiful sight,” was the remen

saws

standing around
and waiting tor

ply.

“It makes me teel good in here,” continued the stranger, laying his hand on his
heart.
“A good deed brings its own reward,
was the sott answer ol (lie restaurantei as
he calculated his profits.
•I cannot rest here—I must do further
good” said the big-hearted stranger, and
tie rushed out and brought in three negroes, a chimney-sweep, two boys and an
old woman, and ordered more oysters.
“The fifteen peoplo went for oyster soup
in a manner to amaze, and their guardian
nudged the restuuranter in the ribs and
said :
“See the gentle lambs!
Oh, that 1
could feed the poor of all America!”
“You are a good man, and Heaven will
reward you,” replied the proprietor, as lie
filled the dishes up again
file stranger said iie wanted to bring in
just live more, so as to say that he had
fed an even score, and lie rushed out after
them, while the rest aura titer sent after
more oysters and crackers.
The stranger
didn’t return, lie was last seen climbing
into a farmer’s sleigh on State street and
guiding his team to the west. The fifteen
in the restaurant licked their plates clean
and departed in joyful procession, and the
last one passed out betore the man who
had furnished the soup had got through
waiting for the return of the big-hearted
stranger. There were oaths and slang
phrases and watch words and expressions,
delivered in the purest of English, but
what mattered it to the fifteen soup-devoui'eis who drew up m Imo and
Resolved, That them oysters just touched the spot. [Detroit Free Press.
Tuk Cause of mi: ’Sim.osion.
1
would invite you to my house, brudder
Jackson,” said Deacon Johnson as lie
emerged from church last Sunday evening, “but I dunno as we ll get any supper
dis night, the cook stove am so drelYully

Poor woman! Her imperial journey in
the Fast in l.stlf), when the isthmus was
“inaugurated,” as she said, was the very
culminating point of her splendor. The out ob repair.”
“\\ hat s de matter wnl de stove f
descent was frightfully rapid. Then followed the Prussian-French war, the defeat
“Why you see, cold wedder am cornin’
ot beuan, tin: seige ot I ans, tier night, the on and wood's gettiu’ skase an’ high, and
downfall ot the empire and her husband's I’ve ’strutted de iolksto be very economdeath! F'.nougii of sorrow, i( seems, to ical in de usin’ oh it. We’se bin buyin'
have sobered her lor life, to have hut sol- in small lots, an’ last night, bein’ out ob
Kiel. I sent one ob my boys ober to a
emn, dignified reserve into the lightest of
French women.
neighbor’s to borrow a lew sticks. He
The ex-empress minced along on her man or his family had gone to bed, owin’
high heels, twirling her cane, bowing her to de lateness ob de hour, and dat boy,
wigged head, with an unmeaning smile who would ’spise t.i do a uniionest transi went into St IV- action, wrote out his note tor de value of
on her painted face,
ter’s, and as I wandered aimles-ly through de wood, and droppin’ it in a prominent
the grand old church 1 laughed at myself place in de woodshed, shouldered an annfor feeling vexed with disillusions. Alter iui an’ brought it home
“Jess so.”
all, what poor .stuff are this world’.-; heroes
“Well, a lire was kindled, de tea kittle
and heroines made! It never does to see
them too close at hand.
put on. and de ole woman she was g'ttin’
When the ex-empress entered the pope's de supper. All ob a sudden pull’ went de
presence she fell on her knees and burst stove; zoom, kewish, keslush went someinto a violent tit ot sobbing. It was some thing, and as I tumbled over I saw de ole
time before they could calm her ; then her woman making tor de roof wid de tea
kittle and de stoveplates followin' her,
son and Candinal Bonaparte left her alone
while de gals was as brack wid smut as de
for a half hour with his holiness,
act of spades.
Do stove’s goose was
uu
c uu
oiiut si
11
ouiip
ut
h nrlt w:c511 e l.iu^
I'm strongly inclined to believe dat dar
An elderly gentleman residing on .Main
was powder in dat wood, an dat de powstreet was. until Friday last, inclined to
His wife had pru- der was done put in dar by dat white man
favor female suffrage.
dently delayed moving until after the 1st to ketch some thievin' darkies wat lieber
so as to take
advantage ol the fall in house buys no wood, an’ bressed cl 1 don't link
The house to which they moved dat man 'speets 1110, ka.se lie couldn't find
rents.
had a tremendous sleep llight. of stairs, dat note and won’t make any ’pologies.”
“1 iat am an outrage.”
The wile had the
and an oil clothed hall
•T or a fact, an’de eliildre fs supper was
stairs scrubbed down and iclt the soap on
the top step. Her husband was up stairs "p'iled too.” [Keokuk Constitution
with a basket full of clothes-pins ill "inA True Version of the Duel.
hand and a clock under the other arm.
when his wife, who was down stairs, -au
New Veil; Tribune states editorialfin*
j
a mouse, and shaking her skirts madly,
that letters from one of the seconds in
ly
bounded upon the table, and let off a the
Beuuett-May duel have al3o been exseries of shrieks beginning in X/X allot e hibited to its editor, which makes the folHer husband, thinking that the low. 11
the clef
g facts clear- ( 1) That May. as the
house id-: mi lire at the very least, startchallenged party, having the right to a
on
and
ed to run to her rescue,
stepping
choice of weapons, chose cavalry satires;
the piece of soap she had so thoughtfully(y)tliat iiennett’s triends objected, on the
left on the stairs, sat down vehemently at
that this gave May an advantage :
ground
the top of the llight and slid down with
lthat May’s friends yielded their choice,
(o
Fire lleiv from his and assented to
the speed of thought.
duelling pistols; (4) that
false teeth as he struck the edge id’ each tiie distance was twelve
paces; (.1) that
were
vollies
of
discharg- no witnesses were present, even the surclothes-pins
step,
reand
and
fell
air
ed into the
rattling
geons remaining at a distance, and the
bounding on the oil cloth, and the clock only persons on or in sight of the duelling
The
shed its inwards over the universe.
ground being tiie two principals and their
injured husband had little time for retlec- two seconds; (ti) that the word was given
tion, when lie reached the glare oil elotii thus—“Heady, tire one, two, three, stop”
and shot across it with scarcely diminished —the
parties not to move their pistols from
velocity, literally making the oil cloth and the perpendicular until tiie word lire was
the seat of his pants smoke with friction,
pronounced, and not to tiro after the went
and finally bringing up against the door
“Stop” was pronounced, and the seconds
the
to
burst
that
tnreatened
with violence
the right to shoot down either
having
side out of the house. The tearful concussion man who
this
startled Ins wile, who turner! a duck somersault from the table into a tub of soap suds
in which she was so tightly fixed that she
had to perform a handspring and canter
on all fours like a turtle with a tub on her

back and cataracts inundating her. Meanwhile the hired woman fell oil' the step
ladder with a crash like a pile driver, and
jarred down most of the piaster cornice.
When the man’s wife had sloughed her
tub, she sauntered calmly into the hall
and remarked:
••Well, men are the clumsiest—and the
hall had just been washed, too.” Her husband did not say much, but thought a
good deal, and now, he says just let Susan
1!. Anthony come here and lecture again,
and if no other man has the courage to
hiss, he will, so help him Jasper l’acklemerton.

lady, the wife of a prominent lawyer
this city, annoyed beyond endurance
with the worthlessness of black nurses,
determined to substitute a white maid (other children, and from the candidates
presenting themselves she chose a very
pretty girl from Alexandria, whose recommendations were an fait, and who
looked still prettier in her white frilled
apron and bonnio cap, and the mother’s
heart was proudly happy as the little ones
took their airing under so charming an esAfter the novelty had worn off. Vircort.
ginia drooped, and did not seem contented,
and electrified her mistress one morning
by informing her that she would leave
A

in

wnen

her month was out.

Don’t you like the children ?” impured
the

lady.

“Ves, ma’am."

“Do you think that you have too much to
do?” pressed the mistress.
"No, ma’am.”
“Don’t vou get on with the other servants?” persisted madam.
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Do tell me why you are dissatisfied,
Virginia, and perhaps I can remedy it,”
insisted the lady.
“I have no fault to find with the place,
ma’am, but I’d rather live where I receive
more attention from the gentlemen of the
family than 1 do here.”
“Attention! what do you mean, girl?”
snapped madam.
“Why, when 1 lived with Mrs. F., Mr. F.
always came into the nursery mornings to
kiss the children, and lie would come behind the washstand screen and kiss me,
And 1 ain’t been kissed once in this
too.
house.”
That girl is still looking for a place
Wo hope the Burlington ladies will not
all speak at once. [Washington Letter.

disobeyed

requirement; (7)

that llennctt and May tired almost simultaneously at the word “One;” (8) that
neither was touched; (ft) that Bennett’s
friends then professed themselves satisfied ;
and (lu) that tiie parties straightway separated, tiie whole affair scarcely having
occupied ten minutes. “These, we have
reason to belieye,” says tiie Tribune, “are,
as

far as

they go,

the exact facts.”

A young man in the Sixth District had
his flaxen looks in the most impartial manner; if there was a hair more on
one side of his head than on the other the

parted

difference could not be observed, lie had
a tolerable good tenor voice, and he had
mastered a new song. The moonlight
shone brightly down on the greensward
in front of the residence which held the
maiden of his heart. The youth crept soltly up the sidewalk, ami let out his soul in
melody. ‘-Darling, 1 am waiting for thee,
waiting for thee.” lie had hardly completed the second chorus when a window
blind was cautiously opened, something
white was seen by the light of the moon,
and an oldish voice, not in harmony with
"It's all right, young
the music, said:
man, but you needn’t wait any longer;
Marier has gone to bed." [Baltimore Gazette.

The telegraph informed us days ago of the defection in the Republican, or Packard Senate of
Louisiana, which resulted in the bolt of Pinchback with some of the ablest of his associates,
and their alliance with the Nieholls’ or Democratic Legislature. The New Orleans journals
that have since come to hand contain full details
of the proceedings, which are of surpassing interest at this time. Before taking the tiual step
to desert the corrupt cabal with which they
were identified, Senators Demas and Wheeler,
colored, wrote to Governor Nieholls, asking for
bis views with reference to the colored race, to
which be made a fair and candid reply. He
said that he “recognized each and every obligation of the Constitution of the United State*
and the amendments thereto, and the constitution and laws of Louisiana thereunder. All
citizens, whether white or colored, should be
equally under the protection and benefits of
the law;’’ and lie pledged bis “utmost endeavors as Governor to promote the educational
and material interests of the colored race precisely to the same extent that lie would for the
white people;” and he concluded with the declaration that “it would be bis constant aim to
promote kindness, sympathy, confidence and
justice between the two races in the State.”
With such assurances the colored Senators
went out of the pretended Senate Chamber of
the carpet baggers and joined the ranks of the
real Senate of Louisiana, where they were cordially welcomed. Senator Pinchback led the
way in a statement of the reasons that had influenced hi* action and that of bis colleagues.
He said,“I am a Republican, and 1 appear here
in Yours, a Democratic Senate, as a Republican.
1 place the obligations of party very high, but
1 believe the interests of the State and the welfare of the people are above party, and I say
without hesitation that lor corruption, venality
and dishonesty the Republican party of Louisiana has no equal on the luce of God’s earth.”
Mr. Pinchback then charged that the pretended Senate and House of the Packard Government were

two monster
every vote and

“rings,” demanding

denying the passage
of every bill without a bribe; and that in the
St. Louis Hotel a ring exists, presided over In
Louis J. Sutler, who distributed to the members of that Legislature $-‘>0 for every vott
given to Kellogg for United States Senator to
Mr. Pinchback concluded
the long term.”
with the expression of his belief that “if tinpledges made by Governor Nieholls and Lieutenant Governor Wilt/, were carried out, as lie
trusted they would be, that there would come
an era of peace and prosperity among the common people of the State, such a* they bad never
seen before.”
Senator Breaux followed in remarks of the
“He had," he said, “coni'' into
same purport.
the Democratic Senate because he sincerely believed that the interests of all classes and ra< «•would be best subserved by the firm establishment of the Democratic goverment, because
more truly represented the will and the sent
The returns of the votemeats of the people.
actually cast, too, bad shown him conclusively
the election of Governor Nieholls and a conservative majority in both branches of the General
Assembly.” Referring to. what had transpired
already in the Packard Legislature during the
session, Mr. Breaux said “lie bad the mortification of sitting helpless in hi- scat, a witnes- to
the enacting of spoliatory statutes more commensurate with llic doings of the seini-barbarians of the Mexicans States than ol tho-.- .q
Legislature of what was once one of the proud
est Commonwealths in the American l nioi..
In conclusion, the Senator said that he c-»n-:dered it “not Utopian to declare, that with tin*
recognition of the Nieholls’administration tin
would see tin-‘Pelican State’regain lierpn-iin
prosperity, with goodwill and confidence r» ignprices for

ing supreme.”

Senator Demas, another colored Senator, r*
marked that he luul “come over in the inter*'-1
of his people to aid in reducing taxation, that
prosperity may come.’’ Referring to the carpet-baggers, tbe Senator said “that they w»*re
the first to strike down any colored man who
did not obey their oiders, and that the colored
iin’ii had gained nothing by their association
with those men. In conclusion, lie said “tin
time had come when the colored man would
act in harmony with the white man, and that
he, for one, would act imuartially on auyme
ure beuelitting the people, without regard to

partv.”
senator namiei,

auiniicr «»i me eoiore-i sena-

tors, also addressed the senate in a similar
strain. lie said he “did not become a candidate for Mate Senator for money, but to help
bis people." When he went into the Republican Senate he found in it rings, combination*
and secret societies, the objects of which were
to defeat the interest of the black men in tie*
State.
“I stand here to say," said In*, “on behalf of the colored people of my district, that
they have in a great many instances, been beguiled by false leaders: they have been led into
false positions by the party that is to-dav deeper io corruption, stronger in opposition to them
as a race than anything else in existence in tinworld.” In conclusion, he said to tin* democratic Senators*. “If you continue as vou have
done in the last three days, '7s* and the next
general election wiil hud no two parties in the
State.”
Mr. J. P. Kennedy, a whib representative
who deserted the Packard Republican Holland went over to the democrats, uKo ivlie\. I
his mind bv saving that lie was nominated in
Jeffersou Parish as an independent Repub ican, and was supported by both parties withlb* himself ha I
out a single vote again -1 him.
voted for Hayes and Wheeler: In* knew thai u
majority of tin* votes in tin* parish were lot
blit they wen* thrown out
Nicholls and Will
by the Returning Hoard. lie had been m tin
Packard House a week, and had seen bills
o;**sed without any reference to a committee,
laws by such a body oi ml'ii,'ffboiishing courts
and creating others, was more than he could
stand, and he had come over to unite his fortunes with the people ot Louisiana with whom
he had lived for the last quarter *t a entui ).
Mr. K. .1. Rarrett of Rapi i*> Parish, unolln r
Of the colored bolters, -poke in the House in
the same vein. He said lie had been elected
by a constituency of white- and blacks, Snt tin
I thieve-, presided
other House was a den
over b\ four scoundrels wh * ar* pa--mg lawconliseaiing the proper!\ ol lie people and

stealing everything the\ possess. *1 -ta\» I
m\ days,” said he, “and -aw m\ prop
ort\ legi-lated away front me that I had a.
quired hy honest indii-trv. I could not stun I
it any longer, and that is tin* reason 1 am liei«
In response to these stabim-nts. *speakei
there

Hush addressed the new eomer- w ith words
n*
»
cordial welcome. saying: “< Mr «»l*i**«
vor no legislation which in any wi-eino-in*:
with the lights oi any man. hut to maintain au*i
defend the rights of every citi/en* of tin Mate.
We assure you. .o ut on.* r wh have u-' *:n*
tin*
ns, that thn>e cifi/eur who may belong t
T
party to which you are attached, and are of
colored race, have nothing t
mprehend In m
Vou may tee! dm* we w« Icon.*our legislation.
you as our equals in every r* -p-d <01 the do •;
of this House, and are anxious that you sho
participate in our deliberations and legislate l“i
the good of the people of till- Mate.

Sitting Bull's

Defeat.

I'lte tollovvi g is an
Chicago, Jan. IS
extract oi Colonel Miles' official report “t
the recent battle with .Sitting Bull's bantl
“Sitting Bull's band w is again • 1 t• at, i
at the head *1 the Ueil Uiver. Dee lvu.
bv three eotnpauies ot the Filth lnlantry,
under the command ot j.ieutcuaut 1-tank
The Indian trail was obD. Baldwin
scured bv a severe snow storm when
north of the Missouri, and as the reportwere conflicting 1 divided tin i rco. t ihing three companies through the Miss,
shell and Dry Forks country, and sending
three down the north sided the Missouri,
four companies being there on the l>rv
Forks.
Sitting Bull had crossed neat
Wolf Point, but on the approach ot Bald
win's forces retreated back again, at the
head of his camp of 122 lodges, lie was
driven south of the \ ellowstone, uni his
camp captured, with many lodge- standing, together with 00 horses, mules and
ponies, and everything pertaining to an
The Indians
Indian village burned up.
escaped witli very little besides what
l.ieutenant
they had on their backs
Baldwin and officers and the troops with
The
him are entitled to great credit.
command has marched over 300 miles,
making 7d miles in -IS hours, and endured the severity of a Montana winter
Five prominent
with great lortitude.
chiefs o! tlie Sioux band were kiiled by
their own enemies, the Crows, the scouts
at this point, on the 17th inst, while coming in. bearing a white tlag. followed by
Tne guilty Crows
some 20 or JO others.
escaped by flight. I'he alV.tir was most
unfortunate, as tacir coming would have
secured the surrender ol at least 1000
lighting men. The thermometer was 40
below zero.”
■

■

lie was standing at the corner of Cainpau and Jelfersou avenues, when a policeman came along, and pointing to a box at
his feet, this gooil boy said: “The farmer
Let me tell you about Mrs. Paran Stewho lost that off his sleigh will feel awful
bad. I suppose you’ll take it to the station, vens, whose husband was a wealthy hotel
won’t you?” "You are an honest boy" re- proprietor in Boston. She made a great
plied the officer. “Some boys would have display of her money, and endeavored to
entree into the best society in
lugged that box off home. Yres, I’ll take gain the
it to the station.” It was a stout box, Boston, but without success. Afterward
to New York, and her personal
weighing over 80 pounds, and when the she went
officer set it down in the station-house all beauty, large fortune, and elegant parties
his bones ached. Some said it was butter soon won lor her an admitted position in
and some said it was cheese, and so it was the best society of the city. Finally she
went abroad, and, when she arrived in
opened. The contents were cobble-stones.
The officer ran all the way back, and he London, gave out that her daughter was
heiress iu America; that
spent hours looking lor the good boy, but the most wealthy
without any luck. The g. b. knew his bus- she was worth £100.000 iu her own right.
The Prince and Princess of Wales took
iness. [Detroit Free Press.
her to their house; took her daughter out
A Biddeford man had a cow lie wanted riding with them; the queen showed them
killed, and engaged a butcher to call at great attention, and the Prince of Wales
the stable, get the bovine, and cut her up made every effort to secure Miss Stevens
in little pieces. Date in the day the owner as a wile for one of his young noblemen
of the cow called on the butcher to sec who had lost all his money in betting on
had the good
why he had not done the job. "Why,” horse-races. The young lady
said the slayer, “here is your cow nearly sense not to marry the nobleman, and she
dressed.” There was a scene when the is unmarried yet. You may imagine the
man informed him that ho had gone into
disgust of Beacon-st. at such a thing.
the wrong barn and taken a neighbor’s This may seem a big story, but it is true
line milch cow and slaughtered her, while in chapter and in verse. I can produce
the cow that should have died at sunset accredited vouchers to its truthfulness,
["Julia Ward Hnwe.
was standing at the door.

Passage

of

Compromise

tlie

Bill.

The Senate, at
Washington, Jan.
A. AI„ after an all night session,
passed the bill reported by I he speeial
eoinniiUee in regard to counting the electoral vote, without amendment.
Various
amendment wore submitted, but were all
voted down
Baton was the only Democrat who voted against it.
1 lie vote in detail on the, passage ol the
eompromise bill was as follows:
Yea>—Alcorn, Allison, li.mnini, Bayard, Bogy, Booth, Bout well, Burnside,
(.'halloo, Christianey, Cockrell, Coniiling,
Cooper, Cragin, Davis, Dawes. Dennis.
I almumis. Brelinghuvsen,
t loldtliwaite,
i .ordon. 1 In we, dohnson, Jones of Florida,
Jones of Nevada. Kelley, Reman, Me:IU

Creery. McDonald, MeMilan, Alaxey,
Merrimon, Morrill, l'riee, Randolph, Hansom, Robertson, Sanlsburv, Sharon, Stevenson, Teller,Thurman, Wallace. Whyte,
Windom. Withers, Wright—B\
Aat s— Blaine, Bruce, Cameron of i'eimsylvatiia, Cameron ol Wisconsin, Clayton,
Conover Dorsey, Baton. Hamilton. Hamlin, Ingalls, Mitchell. Morton, Patterson,
'•argent, Sherman, West—17.
-.IT.NI.S
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I rum midnight until > o'clock ihe debate diagecd wearily. liven Air. Morion,
who e. included his speech about
o'clock,
did not yreally enliven it. though tor one

and

by digue, disappointment,
.-landing lace lo lace with defeat, he
mughl Inanely and courageously against
wi.hi

I

out

Maine

us if had interrupted nearly
other speaker, in the middle of a
sentence. Thu cii'eet in Koine casus. was
comical, but generally pleasant. There is
a certain satisfaction in seeing a man who
in wildly sawing the air withliis arms and
shouting his sentiments at the top of Ins
voice sot suddenly down by the sharp blow
of the hammer and the voice, ot the Speaker telling him that his time is tip -a pleasure which, however, is reduced by the
knowledge that the shouting brother will
proceed to print the remainder ot hi.
lew feeble remarks'’ in (lie iterord.
When the previous question wan ordered
at 4 o’clock, the amendments to tin' bill
which had been proposed were read, but
the House was impatient of any delay, and
the opponents ot the bill did not iry to
There
have any amendment adopted.
was unusual stillness while the vote was
being taken and a carotid ear could discover very accurately the feelings with
which individual members gave their
aid
votes front the tones in which they
“Aye” or “No,’' when their names were
called. Belorethe vole was announced the
Speaker, in clear and vigorous tones, announced that he would avail himself of
his light as a member to vote upon the
bill, ami asked that his name be called.
The t dent called Air Barnhill, and he
responded with a ringing “Aye.” which
was vet v satisfactory to the friends u the
bill! who had supposed that the Kpeakei
Ihe anhas remained mitriendlv to it.
nouncement id the passage oi the bill was
greeted with applause.

rupted him,
oven

of the ie\i ed statute-, relatirg to
chapter
drinking houses and tippling shops. This includes intoxicating liquor when used for tippling purposes; prohibits the manufacture of
intoxicating liquors except eider— penalty, two
mouths imprisonment or a line of S1000, and

pe rn convictions s 100 and three month-oilmen!.
Hi!! against pool selling and
lotteries 'penaltv. a line not more than #2000
and imprisonment not exceeding two years,
i he bill to repeal sections «* and (si of chapter
is of the Statute- was tallied on the passage t-'
!**• engrossed.
The lull relating to disclosures
of trustees was talo n from the table and the
Sen ah* inm-eoneunvd with the House in referring to the next Legislature and recommitting
it to the Judiciary Committee. The order relating to getting the opinion of Judges of the
Supreme Court in vegar-1 to the exportation oi
deer was taken from the table and refit vd a
passage.
in tin House \va> piv.-eiitud several remonstrance against the repeal of the game laws,and
against the discontinuance of the office of Fish
Commie-loner, and a hill authorising views !.y
juries in all case;. Passed to he engro-sed
Hill- relating to lateen) and receiving stolen
good-; hill relating to’execution.-. The -avin;*- bank hill came up, and several amendments were adopted.
An amendment waproposed increasing taxation from 1 -v' to 1 per
An adverse report
cent., and the hill tabled.
was made by the committee on tin' order relatin
to bounty on wild animal-. The hill pro\iding for the elect inti of .Selectmen for three
sear-, and a hill relating to gambling, were reported and oiak red printed.
.1 :m. i;!.
In the Senate to-day a hill in relation to the amnia! returns of ( oimly Trea.-urers
to the Attorney-!ieiieral provide- for a line of
v* for each day’.-, delav in making such return:
a Pill relating 1 >< ountv A ttorneys, to facilitate
the detection and punishment of certain offence.-, aih<sys the attorneys to employ the as-i-tainv of expert.-; authorizing the .-ale of
islands belonging t » tin* State. The ( omniirP e on enlargement of the State House made a
report advi-iiig a Commissioner ho appointed
by the executive to make plans, specifications
aud estimates, and P> report to the Governor
In
lni'mv the meeting of the next 1, •gislature.
tin- 1! ui-e favorable report was made on a bill
in relation to proceedings in criminal ease-;
hill to limit municipal indebtedness; hill relating to (oiiiis power- of Court: hill to amend
C midon Village Company.
The savings hank
’oil: wn- taken from the table, and the amendment adopted making the state tax ! per cent.
An order wa- p.•
*d calling upon the (Governor
for information in regard P> county jails, work-hep-, and the number of convicts »ontaimd
llmreiu.
The Legislative Committees have Voted to
report hi!- to incorporate the Trustees of the
Cortland Sailor-’ Home; relating to the appointment of police oMieets at eamp-meeting;
relating to the tax mi personal property;
eiving County Commissioners jurisdiction in
tin- repair of highway-; relating to entries of
judgment; relating to appeals from decisions
ot County < ommis-imier-; providing for the
taxation of all church property except meeting-house-. parsonages and their furniture;
p:- ,\ Mine for views by juries in a!! eases, at
Hu* discretion of the < 'ourt; to make thirtv-two
pounds tlm ,-tandaid weight for oats: to amend
tiie charier of the tnioii Mutual Life Insurance
Company of .Maine, .-o that tin Trustees, :;s
-m-'a. .an hold tiie property; a hill !>r-diddling
thiowing slabs ;m l edging-into the Kciinebee
ri\ .*r or 1 ributarie-.
Jan. JO. In the Senate to-day tH.• following.
:e-t.- were engros-ed: Act to prevent destruction of trout in Creai W orks stream ; :e-t relat

still

impri

er,

‘a giving up <>t
sure
Republicans
thing''- “a yielding to intimidation and
—

|i must lie said of him lie was
the last, and he “died game.”
About t! o'clock Mr. Bdmunds caused
-omethiug ol a llutler by suddenly rising
in ins place. When he said :
Air. President,” everybody turned toward him. lie
felt, deeply the- injustice that had been

threats.”

plucky

to

doin' Him In

leading

Senators of his own

parly in attributing to him motives hostile
and lal.se to the interests of that party, in
reply, he administered a most scathing rebuke to .Messrs. Morton and Sherman for
having sounded “the cry of treachery” In
characterizing the action of the Republican supportcis ol the bill, and said.
1'hey
lvvile us lor following in the light of their
So
full
of
emotion
ami
painexamples.”
ful leeling were certain passages in Air.
Kdtuumls' appeal, that, strange as it may
appear to say it, Mr. Alorton was so deeply moved that tears came to his eyes, anil
he covered his face with his handkerchief
Alter Air. Bdmmuls concluded, Air. Sherman and Mr. Alorton spent some time
tempering with an asserted spirit o! kindness and friendliness all
they had said in
criticism of the bill and its authors. Then
came a brief struggle over the several
amendments, but i: was a vain struggle
The Senate
lor Alorton and his friends.
was overwhelmingly resolved not lo endanger the bill with any change- or mtditions, amino amendment had a ghost I
a chance.
••

I'liere wa-, :i great deal (il clll'ii i. il \ hi
i now i!»■ liniiciv how ho stood on thp penddo spoke in a meek and
ing piest ion.
humble lono, and hall apologetically. Ilo
was evidently ornul.lv troubled in mind as
to what ho hoiild da.
Mo admitted that
hi; had boon wavering as to what otntr.se
to pursue. I ir-1 ho liad thought lio would
vote lor tin* hill, and limn itn concluded
iliat ho wouldn't, inasmuch as ho bclicvt'd
such a
(.'ongress had no power to pa
nioasuro; and alter declaring he would
Vote again t it ho sat down and lie wa1 rnm 1.' o'clock until t most nl
in/! happy.
the Senators tool; advantage nl the somewhat pro
and soporific eloquence of
Union and the ministerial and plaintive
rhetoric t I’inel.ncy Whvto, and sought
.solace in tho cloak room or on the invitAt hall
ing solas in ilif* roar ul the desks.
past -t Meri'imon was reeogni.pd by the
ehair. and everybody e pected n ihroeli mis' dissertation and a repetition ol all
that ii id been said .in the
uibjeet but,
wonderlul tn tell, the North <’arolina
statesman was content with a minute'
•peeeh. Kliodc Island then -poke1 lor lilloon minulos through the lips, ol' Imr junior
cnator He lias a good voice, and all who
wore awake couldn’t help hearing him
■

It was about
o'clock when Mr. I d
muml •, who had for ome time been re/■lining, Itall lumbering, in hi seat, lowly aro /■ and addressed the Chair. 11/ had
I token but a lew words when the weary
•trow <y Senators aroused themsclve as it
summoned to the contest anew. Morton,
pale, and broken down, emerged from the
cloak room where lie had been resting,
ami with great amt painlul tin it hobbled
to hi
-eat. Sherman, sullen and aibducd.
followed the slops of !;i ehiel
Sargent,
their npple nllv. sotiglii his
nat beside
tleun, and tin* o three e\iremi-|s pur eve.■lienee I timed their luces dejected and

do'pondenl,

low ai d their great antagoni t.
In the iiicaul.iiue Thurman, who had been
quietly snoozing on a sola, took a chair in
I rout of Kdmund.s T.avard likewi e awoke
from Ids slumbers, and Coukliug, who
iiad thrown iili’ his usual
imposing dignity
by elevating his loot above the desk ii,
front ol him and was toying with an 1111lighted cigar, resumed his customary precise attitude,
ltiaiue came forth from the
cloak-room and didn't, take a scat near
t
'onkling; Hamlin, even, wasn’t indiil'erent and crept out lrum some antediluvian
retreat.
Haws and Boutvvcll, usual!\
crouched down in their chairs almost invisible, could In/ plainly seen from the re-

porter's gallery.
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All were there listening intently within
two minutes niter the opening t .Mr. Edmunds' speech.
It was an interesting
scene there, just as the darkness was
giving way to the dawn, ami just as the nigh!
of political hate and bitterness was retreat
ing, it may be, before the light of a day
of renonciliation and a purer patriotism.
< If all (lie
speeches made during the long
wearisome debate, this last ot Ah. Edmunds was the most impressive and effective. ile spoke with great ieeling, and hi-,
emotion at times well nigh choked his u..
terances.
t iie contest was over the instant the
war ol words was ended, and
>ie first
name was called lor the ayes amt
nays—
-17 to 17. It was a great victory.
After a
continuous session of f’o hours tile Senate
adjourned till 1:.' o’clock Friday.

The remaining sixty-eight,
llepublieuns. All the carpet-baggers voted against it, all the extremists
voted against it. and all the darkies voted
against it. Of the one hundred and ninety-one votes lor the bill one luiiu'red and
titty-eight were Democrats, or mi re than
a ma jority of the whole House, and thirtythree were Republicans, counting the Independents as Republicans. I he eighteen
Democrats who voted against the bill
were SmiLh of Oeorgia. Williams, (’aidwell, Forney ami Bradford of Alabama,
Singleton ot Mississippi, Hurd, HoppleDemocrats.

were

ton and Vance of Ohio, -Millikeu, Knott,
Jones. Blackburn and Durham of Kentucky, Carr of Indiana, Siemens ei Arkansas. .Mills of Texas, Cate ot Wisconsin. The Hast, including all \ew Knglaml, New York, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, east twenty-four votes against the
Not a Demobill and sixty-three for It
crat in the whole lot voted against the
bill. Burleigh was the only -Maine man
Blairs was the only
who voted for i:.
New Hampshire vote against it and Banks
gave the only negative vote from Massachusetts.
livery New Fngl.iud member
was
in Ins place and voted.
Sixteen
Ka-Jeni lb-publicans voted lor the lull
The
and forty-seven I'.asteru Demoetats
West, including Ohio, India t. Illinois,
Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin. Mimic ota
and Kansan, east forty-eight vote-; tortile
bill ami thirty-three against it.
i'vvei.tyeigut ut me imny-tuive negatives were
llepublieans. The live Heim ms.ii i.- na
were front 11 uI, Ropp'etnn ami Vam-e "I
I hiin, (’aiT ol luiiiana, t.t ( '.it
of Wi
* if
eon oil.
the lortv-eighl alHnnatives

lIn* Honthe following bi'i- wer. me i1"t: A"! relating to HllsWeiili Municipal
(
Mil
a■•! a*hlitioivaI to incorporate ei!\ ol
:
:j«■ l
111 :i!».»Ii-11 highway tn\es; a t
R >• •!. 1 i?i:!
allowing towns to elect municipal oitieers i.nHire v«-ai
aet r-dnling to roundelcm of Somer "i
i:-ti!roa.l ai l ineorporating 'n m-ii .->• of
H
in Portland aet repealin bount>
sailor-'
nne
eleven only were Republican
to wil:
A bill relating lo avings banks wa1 o I er o|'(iliio, Willard, 1’otler. William’ on In-aiM.
e I at
il.
ii
hir-tli, e\ era I amendments adoptand Bradley of Michigan, McCrary, Wil
ed and p
eil to be engrossed ; on a bill a mendam, Sampson, Mel till and Oiher o! Iowa, in. He charter of fhe Rangorand I' i a t a * ] 11 i
The I'aeilie Railroad « ompauv, allow in::' them t-> enter
and Strait ol Minne-.ota
States. California, Oregon, \evada and Rail"or ie. a new line, \vhi< h wilt be reported,
the
of Hie Aitornex •< ient*rat wa asked
Nelua ka, ea I three voios lor and three a i• opinion
\\ In-1h.-r the 1
-i-1 at lire Jias th
on lit;'
were
the
bill.
flip
afiirmative:
agaimt
tion .l antlioi'il\ to amend llie cliarlm ot a \ ailall Democrat
the negatives all Republi- road :> a to change Hr- lo.-ation of a portion f
Tie an wer v. a* in Hie ailirmative.
cans.
The South, Delaware, Maryland, the
I lieie V. ol be reported a bill to
fiend the
Virginia. North and South t aininis, Geor- time during which
Rangor eaii loan its. credit t<*
gia, Alabama, Misa" ippi, I 'ui- iaiia.l >-i- a.d Hi-- Ran' o and Pi eata.jiii Railroad J.ill
Vrkau a.". relating to pi r.r,e-dim-; in < ouvr- bill, additiontueky. Tennessee, Missouri,
Florida, Texas and West \ irginia e.e t al to iow i ed : tatiite-. relal ive to tin* appointmeui of guardian
bill relating to the election
.".evenly-’ even votes for the bill and twen- ol
.liool G miuiRe.lipej nitendent <>i
ty-six against.. C Wiley Well : of Mi -i
l.' aVelo withdraw wa- "i\. n on petition .d
and
Darrall
id
i.oiu-iaiia
were
the
'ippi
W. W » a tie all.! Otlur of R.elia t for ait of
only Southern Repnliliean who voted for ineorjioialioii a Relia r (.ranile work: ■. and to
\Y (
11 tbr ehange of name to P.elfa t
Thirteen
the bill.
Southern Democrats
<
voted agaimt the bill, a. follow
Smith f oundry o. d o to \\ hit. A verill and other
of tddtown loi ahalement of i land an-1 dn.iv
of Georgia, William
Bradford. Caldwell rent i11 1‘enoli ot rivei
and Forney of Alabama, Singleton of Mi
I ill.
in the
ii ate a
oailimhi. at ion v. a
i -ippi, Milliknn. Knott., ,lnne
o'. eHlol* al'ld
fee.-ive.| front t he
»
Black
oUli. il,
iheir d- e.' ion i. peeling tin* I aim *>|
burn and Durham of Kentiiekv, Slemon
port in
certain
town
tor r.imbur emeiil. of mone*.
ol Arkansas and Mills ol Te
\ rommutation during the v ar.
1 >«i• I a
nunit, Rhode Island, South < 'aiadina and
'i lie a- ! amendaloi ', ol net- pr<n idim-, !w the
all
Nevada.,
Repuliljeaji., y.i!c;j ;| pfiJ,1,' i.e.u o.in : 'an ;»ei an lif'e-Yiai n. eieapier o,o oi the
tatiite
an a. t
relating to-uiaidian
All "oiiri, Oregon, We I V irginia, all Dem- I\ i
to ta- ij'tate* the detection ai.-l punislnu. ill ol
ocrat in, voted solidh for tie hill,
I lie
rt tin oifenee
an aet relating; to
tiva
county
i a follow
vote I.v Slat.
in r
an .el relal ing to emmt\ altorn.M
aei
a*
<.
Hoah*
'unrniiil..
ol
lands belonging to
ito e.
:mlleui.dug
’. al*
lie 'dale
an aet r 1 :i 5 ill,'; lo riilrn.nl comini
I.
Mcid
I c p. I D'Di. !
i- mi
an. | in a el addit ioual to tin* eh alter of
o
Maine.
!
oj tin Rangorand i *; f a«, (i i i'iilroad. were lead
'vi'V. lluinji; hit «•.
and
a
igned.
\ ennonl.
The otlieia! I. uni ol h- I r.-a- :i n of Male
:
MjiH.'iidnisDtl.s.
w a
idiotic 1 lain!
presented and re|.-i red to He- aomilh e <m
<’onncRticu!.•*
linan. i d affair
In
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•Ian. 21*. hi the Senate, to-ilay, wore pre.senled and referred—Itemonstranee of IVnobseot Indians against the change of the election
law.-- Reported from commit lee; hill to amend

odds
Now and then, bowhe would arouse even sleepy Semivot i,.
I’lli
AVVl.YSIS ot
inrs hy some burst of indignation over the
Tin* opposition to the bill was almost
action oi his Republican codeagues in
agreeing In what he called a ••Democratic entirely Kopublicaii. Ot the eighty-six
measure”—“a surrender'’ on the pari of votes against the hill only eighteen were
irresistible

el

Legislature.
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Washington’, Jan. 2'd. The following is tin
[’resident's .Message concerning tin* Kle< total
brides, loo and to spare, who come in bill:
with that unmistakcably bridal air at To the Senate of the t nited States
I follow the example heretofore oeeasioualwhich everybody seems privileged to lv
presented of communicatingm this mode m\
act to provide lor and regulate
laugh; and a really truly honest Trench approval of the
tin* mtniting of the vote lor President and \ ice
with
the
in
Count who stalks
superhext President. and the decision of the questionarising thereon. beeau.-e <»f my appreciation <d
kind ot an air.
the imminent peril to the institutions ot tin*
I heatd of a I'uunv discussion occurring countrv, from win ii in
my judgment t1 «• act
at the Arlington in regard to that social alfords’a wise and constitutional means of c
cape, l-'or the first time in tin* history of out
*
precedence which is so jealously guarded country, under tin* Constitution as it now
dispute exists with regard to the result oi the
by some people. A lady and her husband election
of the Chit f 3iagi.str.ite ot the Nation.
It is understood that upon the disposition ot
appeared in the dining room one day,
the
touching tho electoral votes cast in
attracting universal attention. He was the disputes
late election by one or more of the Mat*--,
tall and distinguished in appearance; she, depends the questions whether one or the othei
of tin* candidates for tin* Presidency is the law
a line-looking lady whose dress and manfill Chiet Magistrate, 'the importance of Inn
ners were beyond eritieism.
Of course iurc clearly ascertained, by a procedure regulawhich of the two citizens has been
the question went round “Who is she1'’ ted by law, of having the
elected, and
right of this high o’
It was easily answered, lor her position in lice ret ogni «ed and cheerfully agreed in b$ a
cannot be over e -u
New York was an en\iable one. and hei the people of the Republic,
mated, and leads me to express to ( ongec-s un;
<
hie lady, the to the nation my sire at satisfaction at the adtq
acquaintance desirable.
lion of a measure that aftords an orderly means
wife of an Al. C who had all her life or
of decision of a gra e 1 y exciting question. Wb:
eupied a station where -lie might choose thclii-toiv oi our country in its earlier period
diow
licit the President ot the Senate haor reject at will any acquaintance, politecounted the \ote and declared their standiu..
ly Sul11 her card to the uew-eo ner, called our win.! hist'-rv :-ho\v> that m no instance
doiihl til ilispute has lu* e\en*Hcd the poW-i ot
1 inupon her and found her elianillng
anti that tin* two Houses t.t < ongre"
d< cidio
have li'ptis.-d d! all >uch doubts and di-put
same evening in conversation with the
allhouy.u in no instance iiitherto. tiu\• lhe\
lady of another member whose dignity be.*n stirh rhat their discit-nm coni. 1 e--cni
was more recent
she .-poke oi her cal! 1> leave affected the result.
l-.*r liie tir-t time, then, tin* uovernment
and advised her li iend to he equally p
tin- l nited .••tales i- now broil" III bi meet the
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And iiiv lady testled
j.i*t method of executing the Constitution
and critical of its prmiihis most
tossed her head superbly, lorgetting that ions. Tin* interesting far from
being a » mapm
doing
her antecedents were well known to her mi -:* of riglit. i an enforcmient of the right and
tinan execution of tin- powers confened b*.
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bv tin
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fully ill Washington, il VoU Would avoid derly method hasto belln*m < secured
on-thution and th
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a means ot deciding qiie-,1ion- of >mgle return
through the direct action of « ingress, and m
re-pcct to double return-, bv a tribunal of in
Observations of Men and Tilings.
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c.\ ocit inauii.i:.
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a--i relating to proceeding-hi court; mu! the re-'dv«* in aid oi building road-through In-iiau
low IK hips Were passed to Im- eliaetlS
I ui. *J..
Ida* Senate is not in m.-sion.
In Hr- House several Senate papers were dispos. d of in emieiirrenee. and several }tit ion
bills and resolves wen* referred to Hie next
I .egisiahnv. R.ills read iwiee yesterday and assigned tor to-day, were passed to be engrossed.
Aei relating to the ere. fum of wharves and lidi
weirs in nde water, Hu; aet for Hie better protection .-! 'obders, the resol\e relating to Siale
resolve for appropriaprinting’ ami binding,
ting selmol money according to sehoiars, and an
act against poo! selling and gambling, were read
and assigned. '1 he aet tor Hu- appointment of
live commissioners to codify the game and li>h
hiws. wa- amended by prdviding that the expenses shall be audited by the (lovernor ami
( omieil, and was
pas>e.l to be engrossed.
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U would, thendore, appear that while the ring in the Senate during June, IKbO.
W1L LI AM It. SI Ml\So i\. river-lislnui.- have been
depreciated or de- The famous
compromise measures relat1> 1 >1 I OK A M* J'lUMMCl 1\ On;.
stroyed by means of dams or by exhaustive
the eiul-iisli have disappeared in equal
to
the
issues
li-hing.
concerning our territory
ing
a v-.
ISi iu’imi*l'li>N l
In advance.
.1
e.r,
ratio. Tbi- \< iiul, howe\er, ior the same rou\v.: Lin I hr \ ear, if '.
1, :i! tIn
pii .dioii ui t h.- *-r,
Mexico were in disfrom
-on, as they are t ken only with the line, at a
newly ncipiired
rate moo- than compel.-ated l»y tlu* natural ftcussion.
1'he men whose intellectual
*n
'll
»i*«
it
A ;>\ 1.k 1'isin«« 1 i• m i.
>[ii.ai
e
nudity of the iis'.i. ! am well satisfied, how*r on.of length in column.' $l.oo
w, ml
power and culture have shed the brightever, that there is a relation of cause and etfect
Hion. A lr.i-.-i ion o :i
cents, for each subser|ueiit in
between
the present and past erudition of the est luster
r.piare ehnrj'ed a.« :i mil on.\
upon American politics were
two series of li-h: and in this 1 am supported
all in their places. Webster.
the opinion of apt. 1
S. Treat, of Fastgrand,
by
ti„ K. If. Nlid s. No. <> I'reniont Slr.it, 1:.* on,
port, by whom, indeed, the itlea was first sug- gloomy and peculiar," seemed indifferHfjoil lor Hi*- publisher t»l‘ this paper, and le* ij!~.
to
ia
me.
Treat
successful
gested
Captain
ami order- me always reco^ni.-.. d.
lislierman, ami dealer in ii<h on a ve*y large ent; Cass was in his place; 1 hniglass,
and
at
the
seale,
same time a gentleman of
<
“the little Ciiant," bending forward lisM. l‘i ilnmi.i. &. Po.,*! State St., liostok
4x)
very great inlelligonee and knowledge of the
ami
i’ark Stow N<-w York, m. our nuihori/d
tened
the
natural
hisAycius lor procuring .-nite.iiiption and imwardn r
many details eonnecled with
eagerly, bis keen, black eyes studyailv. rti un-nt-.
tory of our oast-f.shes, in ii,i- respect worththe faces of bis associates as if to fathing
ily representing Captain Atwood, of Provinceit is to Captain Treat that we owe om their withheld opinions; lienton, sittown.
im-a. \
^i*iiOKAi-K Dodd, l.'l \Yaduugtou
ii an authori ■■•A A^ent lor tin- Jo urn
many experiments «,n the reproduction of aleting erect and thoughtful, was evidently
wiV( s in ponds, ami the possibility ot keeping
*ahnon in fresh w ater for a period ot years, training an argument which he would soon
♦iirlil’. lioWH.i. -v »'«»., 40 Park IJow,
i!
i’lie general eonelnsions which lia\e been renciiYork, \s i: 1 receive ad\erti-unu-nts lot t lii•- ,.q
Sam Houston, the hero of San
1'lii-ir orders will nv. r,. pr-.-nol
Hi.- low.'.-.t rat.--.
ed as the r*sult of repeated conversations with deliver;
attention.
! < .iptain Treat and other ti her men on the coast Jacinto, the idol of his remote state, the
incline me to believe that the reduction in the
I I*..I;C
1' 1-. -* & l.(M'K.l
W
,\. v.'
K-ti" 1
Yolk, rod and other lisherie-., so as to become pracli- daring, resolute partisan, nervously played
nr.- authorised a-M-uts ior procurd
i..
u*
; rally a tailltle. i- due to the decrease oil'our with the papers upon his desk and listened
lor the Jouruul.
! ,'0:1*1 in the quantify, primarily, of alewive :
and, seeondariiy, of shad and salmon, more intently to Ids colleague. Martin ,1. ltu.sk,
Ti.*-> ;.-M li! \
A *M i.N ISTK A'l oils,
M
than to anv other eause.
who then had the lloor.
Millard rillmore
j
d« -irin*' their advert ist m.-uii pubii-n. d in I..
It i- well known to the old residents of Fast-«» state to the
a: 1.
li.il will t-1 «•
was Vice-President then, making the cenport that from thirty to titty 'ears ago eod
could he taken in abundance in l‘a>>amaquod- tral ornament of the
dingy room, with his
.StJll.Si’KlIiLltS Ji'iii'iiin.', 'non. ;, or d.- iriu r
dy {lay and otf Fastporl, where only stragglers
h.u i- tIn- address, ot j.-ujm f■handsome, silvery head and his courtIv
d, tan
1 he same is ilie ease at
are now to he caught.
Post tMlice to which the paper ha la u
w'l
m
the mouth of the lVnobsrot Fiver and at other
it was not the present Senate
manner,
* which il
a> th.- one
to »;«*.
j points along the eoast, where once the lish Chamber,
the -Imre, and were readily |
you know, but the apartment
came eiom m
with the hook throughout tho greater ; now
.Suh-a-riia-rs ate I. jtn-sl d to take notice o’. tie captured
occupied
by tile Supreme Court,
That period was Indore the
part of the ;
date on the col on at .-lips at tactual to the paper.
1
i- the only l'onn of receipt now u-ed.
1 ,.r i:,-iunc,
multipli atioM oi mill-dams, eluting otf the as- where the day light is never anything defi1'. At:t \
cent of ih" alewive -. shad, and salmon, espemeans that the subscription is paid to tint
nite
Truman Smith, a ipiaint specimen
dale. \\ hen a new pu.iim-nt is made, {he date wli
ejally tie former. Tin* Saint Croix Fiver was
be changed t o correspond, and Si list 'If I Ul JtS A Ha
ehoked in lli -;pi iug w ith l he numbers of these of Connecticut politicians, worked off his
KK.nl P. SI Id.) iiiMli; 1 11 A I ill Id K 1>A IKS A I K
lish. endeavoring to ascend; and the same may
nervousness by pacing buck and forth in
(NHilfld T. subscriber.-* in arrear- an* rc-iUf.tedto
be said o! tie* Little Fiv. the outlet. >f Povu*
iorward he sums due
miles above 'a-tport. tile arena before tile clerk'* desk, and cert.e.fs Lake, al)om
The lake in question L one of considerable size, tified his Yankee
origin by deliberately
ml was vi.-iti d by immense mimbeis »;f aleStates muss ship Win,-.
! wi'o, whielt could la* dipped out, to any ex- whittling a slick as he walked, while
l ib compromise l>il! I ->r enmting the tent on their pa*sagv upward, while the waters llowing trout his trowser* pocket, in conof the adjacent hay were alive with the young
electoral Volt* liris passed hot: houses ot
iish on their return.
spicuous volume, a huge silk handkerchief
The li-di themselves enter tlie wains ot the
Haunted its red and yellow hideousness.
('on:r;vM. Tt .'bived tin* lYesidtn! i;tl signa1 reams in May or dune, and return almost imlui ■-, nib! I>ecom e :t law.
Y greater contrast to Mr. Smith could not
\\ shall lU'd'r mediately after spawning tf> the sen. Put they
the >hotv>
know {mm jus: what }*•*.-•! its salutary may he taken by the drili-n-d- alongimleed. it is exist limn appeared on the right of the
a
and
and.
aMarch
April:
ear'y
provisions h.ivi- o-etiel t lit* (I'lini v : l>tli quite probable thal the whole period ol their Vice-President, where sat Henry Clay,
ai the salt-water is spent adjacent to the
abode
Wi* »lt- kiiibv that tin' 'itu:iti*n ini
;ii\t‘ti river- in which they wen* bom. The young the gallant “Ilurry of the West." whose
lie wore
*4rt>nl :i11 \id y to lutmy nl i».» host dibl come dow n from the pond- in whii h they are memory we all love to recall,
bandied, from August to Oetob r. keeping up
ntnsf pul int ic (Mii/.ous m' in* ropuh’it*,
a
dress
coal
buttoned
Ids
about
In
this
lightly
a constant stream of (lit1 young lish.
and thill tlii'Y r^gtirilf-l 11
riun-o
*>!' way a supply of alowiv<*> was t»» he met with slender figure, and lounging gracefully
throughout ill-* greater pa*i of the year, and
v*
1 which tii*‘ new law h. dn'cstml as maivr the coast
ia bis chair lie held iu one hand a
they furnished every induce- back
ment for the end and other ground li-h to come
.i
world
lo
aunn
hv,ami
dirnclly
vividly red rose. Kvery lew minutes be
| lending
in-shore in their pursuit.
uniinnoiuml hnrmro I vino mvond. lio'.v
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of civilization.

The untamed

savage has

no

except ill humor, and Ids laugh is a war
v>op. lie comprehends ach pleasantry as tomai hut s
kmg his n« iuhher and taking his scalp,
ir

in

‘d

is wit

.ait

■’i-ten
dal,

What is

Humor
the

hke

glow

There is

humor

a

wide

iwarm, pleasing, attractive,
<d the coal grate that mitigates

wintry duv. Vf'it is the dazzling flash of the sum
iighrning. Humor i- quiet. Wit is boisterous.
Humor ;■ dillii-e. Wit concise.
Humor soothes.
'•'. it e.M-ite-.
Humor is kindly. Wit is often cruel.
vYh. n .losh Hillings remarked that a single hornet,
hen jo- felt well, oil Id freak uj> a camp meeting,
,it uas humor.
1‘ought .lerrol i was once inter
wed by a man who was raiding a subscription.
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tin powers of wit and humor.
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the lubricators that
the social
machinery. A soft
wrath, and o does a funny

ol

away
ol

Hie

mi-*

avion
v>n

application: of the
the wit and humor of

bar, tli. bench, ol t.u di iul men, and of* the
1 he
lecturer
pulpit, women's wd had .i place.
Uu-n tool an • ccur ion through the Held1 ot poll
tio-

in

1

newspaper press, and literature generally,
of the sharp and pleasant saying'-1 ot

the

mving
• ach.

siiuipl*

mi ami
u

.•

-.ugge-led, it
qualities,

of these

becoming mirth,” have their
the affair, oi mankind, and to no small de

within the limit)

part

m

gre»

are

ol

elb ctive in

making

life

more

pleasant, by

mpro; ing the associations of those who make it up
iii its various phases. Wit and humor visit the good

happy

blameless life. They in
l-iiv the author, the artist, the poet. They make
te tter the lives of men, and more attractive the
beauty of women. 1’hey expose evil, puncture pre
ence, and chastise roguery. They lighten the toils
tid the cares of the world aid those who udmiuist*-r and Interpret the laws—go out with the
physician
on Ins errand of mercy
and walk hand in hand with
tin* pastor who declares and exemplifies the beauty
of the Christian life.
The next lecture will be delivered February 12th,
by Dr. L. TV. Pendleton.;
•uan

a

month

and make

his

Burkett

has leased

two.

or

Considerable

changes will be

flu*

the granite pillar that forms the doorway
the hull entrance will be taken down, aud a large
-how window substituted; the rooms in the second
-torv will In* for carpet and sample rooms, &c.
Hit*

huation is

central, and

Mr. Burkett i
deserve-* the

>

an

an

excellent

one

enterprising
that lie is achieving.

business

for trade.
man,

and

success

called to the following new advertise.
fixtures, pipes, globe.-, &c., and every
thing in that line, at Ihe gas works, t y A. K. Pierce.
-See dates of Dr. C. K. Drake’s visit to Belfast.—
Spectacles and eye glasses of every variety and style
at Ilervey’s Jewelry store. Air. 11. makes a special
fy of these goods : Also musical goods. I Beaman
wants birch arid ash hoops. See notice ot the enter
taininent. in Haylord Hall, J-'eb. 7th, by the ladies ot
the North Church. All kinds of knitting cotton by

Attention

rm*nts-

j

I

use

directions. Hr.
uf Con-

case

>ixth and Arch St

principal

—

Cus

'To promote a healthy action of tin: system
when it has become enfeebled by Kidney. Bladder and (ilandiiiar Disease. Bains in the Back,
Loins and Side, take Hi nt's Remkuv. (travel.
Diabetes, Dropsy, Bright's Disease. Ineontinnenee and Intempormec, are cured by Hi nt’s
Remedy.

A

few doses of Hi

nt s

Remedy

ejects these diseases from tile system.
Ini u.l.usi.E Kyi: Wash is the best made.

..

all parts of the city. 11 lias elegantly furnished
all the latest improvements, and is
on the Kuropoan plan.
Travelers visiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
CKXTKNNIAL, will find this hotel pgr <
Inter in every respect. It is under the management of («. V. A W. D. (i \ititi* <».\’, and has
become one of the nm- popular Hop Is in the
1 v r
rit.v of New York.

rooms, has
run

Obitvur;/ not *cc.s,6c/, uud t!, e Dute, A 'a mean d Aye
must be paid for
In this city, dan. Mlth, David S. Lincoln, formerly
of ttearsmont, aged a- years.
In this city, dan. Mlth, < liarley T., son of David I.
and Sarah F. Hatch, aged M4 years.
In N->. Penobscot, dan. Ibth, .Mrs. Kaehel P». Ha
m y, aged 70 years and MO
days. J'ho subject of tlii-*
notice w as tlio tir<t link to be broken in a chain of 0
brothers and sister-.wbo-c united ages were between
don and 7on years. She was a lady of estimable
qualities, and leave- a large family circle to mourn
her los--. Some of her sons are citizens of Belfast,
and among our most enterprising young men.
In Kockland. dan. Mi'tli, Mr.Olarriet W.. wife of
dames W. Ormsbee, aged .y> years.
In Kockland, dan. .'th, Mr. Nathaniel
Crockett,
aged (54 years and d days.
In Kockland, Jail, inch, Winnie S., son of
Edgar
and I.nuisa D. Beverage, aged
yrs., M mos. m3 days.
In Kockland, dan M.;d, Carrie C., daughter of Wm
!!. tin:! Eliza A. Carr, aged " years and d month..:.
In St. Ceurge, Dec. :11st, Mrs. Sarah M., widow of
late .John II. (iardiner, aged oh years and 4 months.
In Hope, dan. 10th, Mr. Benjamin
Buswell, aged
years, 11 months and M4 days.
In Fort Fairfield, dan. 14th, Edward,
only son of
K<*v. K Bean, formerly of Camden, aged H years.
In Wukloboro, dan. ! ltii. Mr. Elijah Deshon,
aged
>

There i- no < a >• <m record where Hr. Mor.syrup *if Tar, Wild cberrv and Horehound
has tailed to give satisfaction, on the other
hand, wherever it has been iced by our people, in severe colds, roughs, asthma, bronehiti \ croup, whooping-cough, and consumption,
they are enthusiastic in its prai>e. Containing
no opium or other daugcrou; drug, it doc- not
constipate, and is sale io administer in all conditions of health.
This h, an important announcement, and the suite ring are advised to
heed it. Trial si/e, lrtcts.: large sizes, f»0 ets.
and One Hollar. Sold by W. o. Poor A Son,
sole agents for Belfast, A. J. Jordan agent for
Orland, l.\ B. >tover, agent for Bueksport.
Also agents for Prof. Parker's Pleasant Worm
!■ yi up. which is sure death t » worms,
ph a ant
to take, and lTijiiiiv ; no piiy- i•
Price
cent".
fry it.
W o mlt* r!u 1
11

i

v im

i*

Svi ticouR,

< i i• i>aj c\
report,d th;«t Id» il r.i
li:i
iiiri* it introduction in tin* Lnitcd
late
reached Die hitmen-a* s:i!«■ of -in.nun do .f*11
t iver n.uud
per \ :tr
lirueyi-i have ordered
1 lii medicine direct I'l Oili ill;- Fadon, ;it Woodand ne.| one ha reported a inale
lmrv, \.
failure, hut every letter p.ahs of il
artoni-h
in-- sin.
'in i-uriii;- e\ ere <‘oii-rh
old •-i
tied on IheJTea t, < on diinption, or anv di ea
ot the Throat and nine
\\ e ad\i-e ans perm that ha
any predi pu. it ion to weak Jama
to •.» to their ihaiyj-i-t : i'. It. Moody, a'-eiH
tor I'.elta d:
Litlridye, lioeldand- Fletcher
<':imden:
Waldohoro: smith A on
Ilin k .port ; Unions»m;.
searsport:
Thomadon. and ret liii Medicine, oi iiinuir,ahour it. U<-i11mr i e. ..‘>» ent
'ample I’.e
tie, in rent*. Two do e-; will retire e anv < a
I >on‘i nepleet your eoiiell.
—
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Apples

M Pu
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"a/-*

.Straw

Large quantities

R. F. Wells.

lt. Johnson & Co’s.
< o.

Hamburg*

of

Statement of

at li-

Bungor Insurance

by Fred Atwood agent at Winterpoit.

Inki est Bi:i**nu. t he jury called to in
vestigate the recent lire in the engine hou *• ol No,
;* engine, have reported the result ol their inquiries.
Fun*

They

say

in substance that the

lire wa

set at 1"

the building -that
places
night,
persons, one of medium size and one mailer,

I wo

wore seen

in

in two

o’clock at

to

run

from the

building;

been used till late hours

as a

that the

rooms

loating place for

member, of the company, ami others not. member
as well on Sundays a
on week days, to the discredit
of tin* company and the peril of the city; that the
lire

set

by some

of these persons. As remedial
jurors recommend that the lire com
paniea be reorganized, and composed only of such
members as the authorities may officially approve;
that the stewards have exclusive control of tin
rooms, and that the same hr* closed and lights extin
guished as early as 10 o’clock at night, not to be
opened therealter except in *•!»«»• of fire; that tincity watchman be charged with the duty of seeing
that the rooms are so closed; that all dangerous persons hanging about the rooms be arrested and locked
wa

measures

the

jury express the opinion that such action
will lessen the rates of insurance, and mid much t*
the safety of property aud life. The document i?
signed by A. G. Jewett, John G. Brook' and lliran:
Chase.
up.

The

be drawn into
that would extend around llie globe.

pound of gold

may

a

wire

Baltimore.
dan. Mdtli, schrs.

Pearl, Condon, Deer Isle; Van
.Maid, Fooper, Camden, to Woods, Mathews &
Baker, for potatoes.
dan. M'.'tli, steann*r Katahdin. Koi
Winferporl,
(and proc« <'11011 to Boston.'
AM'MoKAA li \.

'ill'* harbor oi Wiseasset has not been closed by
ice this season, while vessels bound there from Baltimore and Virginia ports have been detained for
weeks on account of the blockade.

Portland, .Ian. C.' Yesterday the revenue cutter
Dallas fell in with schr Cabinet of Castine, oil .Squirrel’s island, in a helpless condition. She was struck
by the gale cuthe night of tlievMth inst, and .J II
Stearns, of Castine, one of he r crow, was blown
overboard and drowned, (‘apt Chase sent a boat's
crew on hoard the schr, weighed anchor and towed
the vessel into Boothhay.
Tin* sails of the schr had
been blown awav by the gale, her rigging was a mere
imio of ice. while the crew were all badly frozen.
Had not the cutter arrived a- timely as she did the
pom* fellows would certainly hu\e perished.

ENTERTAINMENT
B\

i:a f 1 ah

curable.

The great trouble with persons afilicted is thal they fail to procure proper remedies in season, forgetting Hint. “A stitch in time
arcs nine," and thill likewise diseases can he
broken up or averted it persons will only give
Hie matter attention, us soon as they discover
that they are thus threatened. The inventor ot
the Cough and Lung Syrup, Dr. A. .1. Flagg of
Claremont, N. 1L, claims for his remedy—and
not without reason—if taken in the early stages
of Hie disease, never failing cure, and even In
Hie worst cases, relief will be attained, and life
prolonged. This remedy i. for rale hv all druggist- at oil cent per bottle.
Persons ultlieted with Salt RIhsiiii, should
the "Forest. Tar Soap" daily

usi

“Mamma, if I eat dates enough, will I grow
up like Dr. Aver, and make almanacs?”
We take pleasure in referring our readers In
AUtmison's linlanir Cough Tinhorn. Having
tested the article ourself! and knowing many
persons w ho have been beuclitled by its use
wc unhesitatingly commend it as an iiivaluabb
household medicine for coughs and colds.—
1 Farmington ('hrouielc.

“Bridget, have they any pies in Ireland?’
What kind o
“Yes’m, and sure they do.”
pies?” “Magpies, m’um.”
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Kuuii.t Ho,-I’..i!: li.ieS.
Lard
Beet
\ ral
Dry Cod
Pollock
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.lull,

W.-ah
lead tin**
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Arrival'^ ut’ lack :it in:tria
(.’attic ;c.U
Sheep
ami Lambs ban; Swim* 7100; number W> tern
Cattle
Kaslrfii ( attic
ami
; Milch (aw
Northern < ’attic 1.
1‘rices ol licet’Cat lb* per hui lbs, live weight
\
tra quality $»’> oOaf» 5u; lirst quality $5 25a5 .sr 1. :;
second quality $-1 s.
12 1 ;; third quality $4 2 .a
•4 50; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Hulls, &<*
$5 25
a4 2-5.
brighton Hide «a"'c per Hi; brighton fallow
G l-’Jcper lh. Country Hide? Tar 1 be per lb; Country
T a 11 o w 5 1-2a 5 1 tie pe rib.
Calt'Skin? lOallc per lb; Sheared Sheep >kin- and
Lamb skins $lal 25 each.
Working Oxen—There were a few pair in market
frrtTn Maine and a fair d< maud. We quote sales
(>ne pair girth o tt 0 in, live weight 5000 lbs, $150;
1 pair girth G ft lo inches, live weight 2‘.H)0 lbs, $150;
1 pair girth G tt G inches, live weight 2000 lbs, $ 1 St;
1 pair girth 7 ft 0 inches, live weight, MOO lbs, $140;
1 pair girth G ft •> inches, live weight, 2&00 lbs, $150;
1 pair girth 0 ft, G inches, $lfO.
Store
all the small Cattle that are
in u fair condition are brought up by butchers for

.Cattle—Nearly

beef.
Milch Cows—Good Cows command fair prices and

ready sale usually. Most of those offered in the
market are of a common grade, prices ranging from
$2.3 to $05 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was u
From Maine also, the supply was light
light
—all owned by Mr. Hollis and taken to the Abattoir
From the North the supply was
to be slaughtered.
light and prices obtained were higher than those of
one week ago.
Swine—No Store Figs at market. Fat Hogs, 0,000 at market; prices 7 3-4a8c per lb.

utile

J

and

>

prilli, and

t

oYloel..

Periscopic.
that allow on.
distance mil, tIn-

if

all a I
Spectacle-.
ITERVEY’S .Jewelry Store.

H AIR WORK !
AT REDUCED PRICE.
) RAIDS and ( nils made. Old Switches re-made
y or mixed with Grey, ,‘cc., cheaper than elsewhere. Having given satisfaction i:i the past, can
guarantee the same in future.
-MRS. c. o. MAGOMB HR,
.Jan. 18, 1*- lw :.«i.
Ray View St., Belfast. Me.

j

kinds.

large .Stock

A

nd

Also Dealer in all

100

y AA Thousand
X*" Store foot

anil

Kogs—1The market i firm at 35c per doz. with occasional sales of single boxes at a tt itle more.
Itk \\s—l*ea beans are quiet at $2C0a2 87 1-2, with
00 per
choice hand-picked Northern beans held at
bush. Yellow eyes are selling in small bits at $2 25
a2 50 per bush.
Foui.Tl’.Y- 1 lu re is an ample supply of Chickens,
and prices range from loaL'c. (.eese sell at italic,
and Lucks at loal .c. email are selling at $1 per doz.
Potatoes
Potatoes an* steady at $1 05al 10 per
bush for .Jackson Whites and Fairly Hose, and 00cfor
other varieties.
Apples—There is a moderate demand lor Apples
at $175a2oO per bbl for New England fruit, ami
$1 73a2 25 for choice Western apples.
11 yy and Straw—We quote prime Northern and
F.astern coarse lniy at $2oooa21 00; prime Western
at $17 OoalOOi-; medium Northern and Eastern at
is uoalo Oo; prime do :U $17 00a 1.8 0o.
Straw at
$21 00a23 00 per ton.

1-2, 5 1-2 and 7 fi. Birch

7 and* ft. Ash—at
of Main Street.
ea

:;w2l

great varb*tj

<

f

Candy, Nuts, Figs, Dates,
anges, Lemons, and Fruit
He Hiv.-

in Hulk

For the Next 30
Custom and

and

t

r,

'om/'S.

kept in

B.

a

&<■. «iv.
Drug store

lirst cla-s

Of all descriptions, which
hurt notice.

MOODY'S.

I. LIM.

F.NOCII

Mrs. Lydia Woley <»i Claroim.oii, tie- r«-»|*evleil
widow of the la!" Deacon M.
for thirty
years ailUcted with lung trouble--, gladly erti-

Wiliev,

m

>

I

only

New Lumber Yard
Foot

A full Stock of Wax Flower Material
Physician
and Family Receipts carefully coin- |

Prescription
pounded.

FL. 11.

MOODY,

'i.rn.

Main and

ol

High

;

:

,2

on no

tI

;

y$*

eipt

i-«£

ot

SPECIAL NOTICES.
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I

i'll!
I

Mrs. R» Sheldon
Miss
11a\ i:,..

CO.’S,

±-i A.

universally

t

.n

ai.11 i:\f.d from

A

Ml F FIX I:

for l
Mm-i, Ho;ton, Ma«H.

youth,

Forest T ar,
Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidney3.

forest Tar

Solution,

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
and Asthma.

ror bronchitis,

forest Tar

Troches,
Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough

rorP-ore
Purifying

and

the breath.

Tar Salve,
forest
|
or

B

Healing Indolent Bores, Ulcers, Cuts, bums,
aud for Piles.

forest Tar

n or Chapped Hands,

Salt
the Toilet and bat h.

I

or

liox.Vtl:

Soap,

or,

NOTICE.
\\7MILL,KAS 1»iy wile l-.!i/.;d»et!i, lit without an
yV reason, left my bed and board, thi- i r
.r
hid any person from tru-ting heron my account, ?t
I hull pay no ileb!-• <•! Jier eoniraeliug.
• H N
r. m i: r. \ i; J»
:
liell-i-t, Jan. I, !-.

DRAKE,"

1)B. C. '£.

N 1

l*n
be in H. ,‘F-t

.1!

a[ 1 ’I..

ni

1

i>

i*

Belfast City Mills!

to call and see them at

FISH*

A i h..i

Slock

.•

Fish lor Fall anil W in-

ol

I'railo, .just received

l’

at

| i.mi

Collins" Market,

i: i:

1 *«.»K I I.A.*1», !1-;, 1 <i.
Dm iu;Wvi
sit,
have been troubled tor two
years with pain ami swelling near the lower part o'
my spine, causing n partial paralysis of my lim!»s,
and was unable to walk at timehad been to physicians ami received no help, came under your treat
ment last August, and at that lime the tumor was
puite large; at the end of three months was comMhs, Ann Sim ml
pletely restored to health.
No. 40 bracket St.
Dr. Drake' Golden Litters for Stomach and Liver
Dr.
Drake's
Nervous
Pills for Nervous
Diseases;
Weakness; and Dr. Drake's world-wide-known
Diver Pills for Constipation and biliousness,
for
sale by •v'. A. Howes it Co. J. W. Perkins it Co.,
gwhl
Cortland, agents for Maine.

JE~L .i g l i

Wo

T«*lc>'r:tj*li

Bella- ?, dan.

Bbl. or Kit.
Halibut’s Heads, Fins and Napes.
Smoked Halibut, Salmon & Herring.
Prepared Cod and Cheeks.
Tongues and Sounds.
Dry Cod and Pollock.
just received the First Lot id' tin season of
Finnan Haddies.
Yarmouth Bloaters and
Has

nftiiv.

furnished

it

season

all'«>rUs,

rallies
liberal
KKANK COLLINS,
ti 14

:it

U “iwciahy.
rates.

H.

Gut Flowers and Flora!

Designs,

PLANTS AND BULBS,
Rustic Work and Wire Stands
STREET, BUCKS POUT, MU.
l&SpOrders by mail promptly attended to.-ifei*

s8mosl3

rpm;
m
JL

of Tin:

Bangor Insurance Co.,

l*'' Water

Hazeltine & Co.,
Am! b-a.-ed t*i«- -1*>r<• on Ma.n street, formerly
cupie.l by J. II. WaJlin, a:v now j*r»• i>;ir»«i to •»i!
\vt ii selected sti rk of

FAMILY
Corn,

I. I A il

?t

mu

Outstanding

sortment of

CrAS

hand and for

complete

OF ALL K

as-

TXDS, INCLUDING

Globes,
AND

BRACKETS

M 'o Iron Fipe of ail si
and Iron Connection-1.
tHl

a

and

Shades,

BURNERS.
:i

lull

stock of lira?1

A. K. PIIIRCE.

Hamburg's! Hamburg’s!
H.

H, JOHNSON & CO-’S,
AND

SEE THEIR

I-I AMBUR(3rB !
Belfast,

dan.

31, IS 7.

Knitting
A 1,1.

Cotton!

NUMBKKS

I.\'

White, Seal Drown, Scarlet,
DRAB, MIXED, &C„ &C.

03.

F\

I

I T I

I.

u

,070.0:.*
X

i.30Lf.u

K

Losses and Miscellaneous

$710,870.30
—-o——

FIXTURES

Chandeliers.

',1*110.00

,’h-s

item?,

M. H.
on
a

WELLS.

and

ANGELL,

President.
I'. IIUM1*IIRE\
Treasurer.

N.UMMK1I,
Secretary.
(’. II. IAYLOK,

O. It.

Secretary.
FRED ATWOOD. Agent

\Vinterport,

WALDO

S3.

Mo.

Supreme Judicial Couit, January
DUXLIXS

FRANK HOWARD,
And now on suggestion to the Court that Defendant, at the time of service of the writ, was not
an inhabitant of this State, and hud no tenant, agent,
or attorney within the same, that his goods or e date
have been attached in this action, that he has had
no notice of said suit anil attachment, it i- Ouuki:
D, that notice of the pendency of tlm uiit be given
to the said Defendum, hv publi-hing an attested
copy of thi? Order, together with an abstract ot the
ucce-dvely in the liePlaintiff writ, three week
publican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be
not less than thirty days before the next term of
this Court, to be bidden nt Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday ot April,
1877, that, said Defendant may then and there appear, and answer to said sun, if he shall see cause.
W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
Attest, Abstract of PI if Writ )

TAMES

L.

Tobacco

Spices,

n1«

Thick Boots!
Hayiord Block Shoe Store.

SEMI ANNUAL

ASSKT.S,

Krai estate owned by the company.
Cash on hand and in bank,
Loans on first mortgages real estate,
Appraised value of same, $0,655,923.
Accrued interest,
Deferred premiums,

Premiums due and unreported,
United States government bonds,
State and municipal bonds,
Railroad stocks and bonds,
bank and Insurance stocks,

iotal Assets
lie

rrve

and received.
Date of Writ, August lMh, 1ST.
Returnable to Oct. Term Supreme Judicial Court
Waldo County,
Ad Damnum, *500.
F. A* GREEK, lMtf’.s Ally, Belfast, .Me
A True Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract o
the Writ.
Atte t
2w31
W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

lor

re

Total Liabilities,

$141,428.78
101),*02.58
2,239,727.50
122,346.03
53,608.05
70,294.40
309.370.00
148.817.00
195.105.00
002.590.00

$4,053,159.24

Liabilities.
insurance, accident

2,550,791.48
140,325.00

Hereby Offers

1376.

1376.
F

A

X.

I,

MILLINERY

i^88^30T0p

Surplus as regards policy-holders, $|,|70*854>24
Surplus as above, on four and one half per cent,
$L4I5>295-I0
reserve, X. V. standard.
EKED ATWOOD, Agent, Winterport.
M. S. STAPLES, Agent, Belfast.
11. K. MORRI1

derwriters

A Reward of Two Hundred Dollars for the detection,
conviction and punishment cf the party or parties,
charged with the crime of arson in tiling the- prem
iscs situated in the city of Belfast, Me., being the
Kngine House owned by SumuelH. I-.llis,on Decern
her VWth, lS7f*. Saiil Reward will he paid only on
due proof being furnished the Executive Committee,
of the conviction and actual punishment of said
criminal, By order of the Hxeeutive Committee.
(i KC)K(. I. T. IIOPF, Chairman.
R. 1’ FIELD, Sec’y of Local Board.
Belfast, dan. In, 1*77—‘HvigJ

$ 191, 1S.8.52

depa rtinent,
Reserve, four per cent, life depart
ment,
Claims unadjusted and not due,and
all other liabilities,

\

Assumpsit on account annexed to writ, for cask
..., Plaint ill- also clninn
and labor, amounting to
same amount miner a general count for money hue

in r

The National Board of Fire UnSTATKMEN T OF HIE
TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn., .January 1. 1>7I.

I lf

Ass’t

•■Aval

Lard, Hams,

and ail goods usually kept in a first class • iron*
Store, at wliolesale and retail, at as reasonable rat
as can be had at any store in the e ty.
Our Stock is purchased lor Cash, and by strict i
tegritv and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair sha
of patronage.
Uv <live us a call.
N. K. KI'.KN.
11KX H AZKLTIXK.
1*70.- VMf
Belfast, Dee.

Statement of the Travelers.

I, -1S.47

:■

^

L004. !0

S'sVl.
1,7'. 4.SO

Companies,

Pork, Beef,

Tea, Coffee,

AT

I

Premiums in Course oi Collection,
United States Uoucts of 1m/.
Loans on Mortgages of Ileal Estate.
,\ allied :it
l7o,000.00,"
Loans on Coi: iterul Seeuritie-,

«

«

(rROCERlKS !

Flour and Meal,

Kerosene Oil.

•juu.oou.oo

A N 1>—

13

New Year !

187 7.

BANGOR, ME..
laiiuiiw 1st, 1

Accrued Interest on above,
lie Insurance due from other

FIXTURES
aaa

Happy

OF

1

C \ DKR>l(i.\ KD fiiiiforim-d a co ; ;.rt
»
in business under tin-name and <t \|.

rship

Custom Made

STATEMENT

A

linos ;

NEW FIRM!

MOSES,

FLORIST,

Cush iii oil •<
Gash in Bank,

Is 7

<•

Belfast, Oct. 4,

Agents

manufacturing

Mackerel of all grades, by the Bbl., Half

nnr

1

now

HAZELTUit & BICKFORD.

liuildin*'.

Fancy Pots,

!

are

Plaster at our Mill on the East
Side, at the rate of FIFTEEN
TONS per day, and are ready
to fill all orders for same either
in bulk or in casks, at a VERY
LOW PRICE
Farmers and
j
Grangers are invited to call
and examine our Plaster before
purchasing elsewhere.

Street,

ol ulil

aivvays on hand.
OYSTERS A CLAMS

(market value, $‘.ir,7-0.0o,

—

••

PLASTERI

their friends and the

FISH!

>

Feb. 6Ui, 7lh, &in ;mil ‘ills.
ktu "A

public

or

Lheum, Skin Diseases,

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma
For Sale by all Druggists.

<

:!,

Jan.

i)l-'

in vita

F»

nv.ii

13

:?l.n
i 12.00 to 21.00
1
to lor

or

All the varieties of fresh till tlie

(male and female) can sell to
every one. Price, extra silver
plated, “5 cts, gold plated,
cts. Circular for stamp. 1700
sold in one day.
K. ADAMS & CO., Sole Agent*

Works,

To all who are suffering from the errors and indisnervous weakness, early decuy,
cretions of
loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will
This great remedy
cure you, Fit 17F OF < TIAltGE.
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Hi v. Joseph
T. f oiA M, Station jj,liihle IToh-c AVk> Yori:

For

useful.

',

If} P hen i s. Row.

13 TJTJL GrS: 5!

Holder/’
PatentNapkin
new invention and

htcta

1..

i ba'
in «tocl Asii Lumber liumd and Joint
t:• r Pints, »*,
lo arid
Hard Pin** Flooring,
12 it., Laths Cement, Lime, Hair, ote., which run
be
.Id at FY TKLMLI 7 1 OVV 1‘ItlLl. •.
M. 1’. t DOPFli.
B< Ifa f, August, P
‘df

ed,

ira.ll a/ncl W":inter

H. JOHNSON &

H.

■

tennial
An entirely

00 to 10.00
l..'#andl.“o

*•

Spruce Clapboard-,

J^dgcomb

WFI ii

J

Wanted, Agents and Everybody to send for sample “Cen-

I

$*.00

*•

Odur Shingles,
£1.
(iood Spruce Shingles, per M.

:’i

the Red

HAMBURGS

undersigned lias constantly
rpilK
JL sale at tin* Belfast (las

(Miilil,

rpiIF

*•

ii’Lve

>i.

a;

i.

Depot.

o

AJ.FIagg, M.D.,ClareinonUH.

Belfast, dan. 21, 1877.

I

near

undersignc-d has on hand and is constantly
X receiving .*upi>lii*< of Lumber, Shingles, Latin
atul all other kinds of Building .Material which h>can sell ut prices the very h>w< -t, as below'
Ilernk ck Timber, per M
$ 10.n0
’•'lo.00tolo.no
Boards,
*.*.no
to
s'i.'.o
Spruce
Flank,
Board-*,

Kippered Herring.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.’S,
AND SF.F. TIIRIR

ua

of Main Street,

reliable Catarrh Remedy.

-•<

iv.iiy

Main Street.

M. R. COOPER’S

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.
The

r at

N O T1 € E

Warranted Strictly Pure and
give ntire titifaction.
DR. R. MOODY'S Vegetable Ritters the best in
the market.

es

Du. 1 t a—- My Dour
it': 1 am happy to be
allowed an opportunity of tveommending vour
i.i
('<•an.ii and
na Si/ra,>, for it lias proved very bene
ticial tome for ipiite a number of ;. ear- past, giving
relief from evere coughs and -au-i-m
of the luny
when all oth.-r remedies and phy l. iari- had fail* d.
1 have lived nearly seventy yen
u.J h,,.\,,
taken a medicine more pk-a-ant t.» the ta le, n
.Jv famiiv unit*
‘o.othing to the affected ;;rts.
their testimony with iione, in j romancing it an in
unparable cough and lung rem.-.l-.
MiiI»IA Will i \

ord-

HII.ru>., M. reliant Tailor,
.i

;
t

to

LADIES CLOAK GOODS!

l.'ttf
I

will make

we

in great variety cut anti made to measure at short
notice. Those in want of uny of the above Hoodwill save money t.\ buying ot us.

JUST RECEIVED
A I I

Suitings

A N |i—

Over“Coat Goods!

be found at

e.m

Mado

At No. 54 Main Street.
Dress and Business
—

in fact

Ready

.>•,

Bponcjes,
Everything

Bays!

Men's. Youth's and P»ov-'

llnir Brushes

Cough medicines, also, are generally of an astringent nature, producing eostiveness, thereby greatly
impairing their beneficial eilects; but the M rtip has
in its combination one of the best to-iies known to
medical science, making it- action at mice speedv
and certain.

1 he worst cases of
Couirfa, (wnere < mi. umption
i not already scaled,)<h»I«U. Eti nchitk -ft m!inia,
roup, and there is no di-ma--- of the 1 hroat
and Dungs that it will lint benef,-

rj'nineni

Fit re Poit'il*

(joiiMiinpiioii.

ANNUAL

P

ail kind constantly
on hand.
id
a call and satisfy yourself.

FRANK LIN B. SWIFT.

Tooth Brush*

Many cases which had been given up by pliysi
cuius, and tile patient left to wa-ie awav bv degree •,
have been restored to perfect health bv this most
wonderful discovery.
It is, as its name indicates, a Coot/h snrr.i and a
/.miff Syrup. Many remedies of this kind, while
they relieve the Cough, have no eilect at all upon
the
and consequently do not touch the sent
of the disease.
This remedy has healing proper
ties which are found in no other medicine of a like
character, and Wll.l. (’ERE. all .SYMPTOMS <*f

1

Chof

Belfa-t, Dec. :1, I-7d.—.:m<>.-\‘7>

Point ub

Hamburg's! Hamburg's!

UAS

iua first-class store.

C-

o

CONFECTIONERY!

!

•out J inf l It J,

E. BEAMAN.

—

everything usually kepi
-O:

MAI A

Clir.KSE— We quote choice factory at 11 1-2a 15c;
good do at 15 l-2alle, and fair to good at 12a 15 1.2c

kinds

Tobaccot-s, Family Groceries, Teas, ('offers.
Spires, Sugar, Cheese, Butter, Lunl,
Vinegar, C'dcr,

Oil's,

l loir

Hoops Wanted.

4

CIGARS!

public.

durable

/*•

IT HAS CURED CONSUMPTION.

tn

in

Has leased the New Store, No. :'.7 Wadlin’s Block,
Main Street, where h** im ites the attention of the

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

ea

Buy

Ktlirrs.

il RELIEVES CONSUMPTION

supply.

mon.

wishing

CHOICE

I n the market

Superior

Thousand

C-

Franklin B. Swift,

1'Voter/ *fiuu’:s,

VIAL, GUITAR avid violin strings.

Bircii and Ash

:o:

to
will limi it lor
Persons
their advantage to call end examine my STOCK o!
HOODS before purchasing elsewhere, lor 1 am sell
ing goods at

Sh.cmld.er Braces

A Full Line, with tne CKLEBRATKO PADUA
BASS
Iva of
Quality and l one, at

a

BOSTON MARKET.
Monday. January 20.
IIuttek—We quote line New York and Vermont
butter at 30o34c; good lots of Northern butter ut 24a
27c; common do at 20a22c; choice Western dairy
packed butter at 25a2Sc, and 14al7c per lb for com-

-O

Genuine Patent Medicines

i be be-; and most

Goods!

Musical

LADIES FURS.

Bottom Prices.

and Chemicals !

Drugs

TRUSSES

\\ hen all other remedies fail, and two feaspoonfulls
taken before going to bed. will soon loosen and relieve the worst C ough, that sweet and refreshing
■Jeep is sure to follow its use.

M

Tints

BIFOCAI*
see

ASSHKTMI'N I of

!!amim!*i?sI nnmiMM'gsl

I. rare!ill ol > our 1
-•«* 1 *• i‘I
alb! have I .la
> «tl j,bill.Ml, adapt.-d 1«» their true locu
and
condition. Alwav-* on hand a
arue and I ail assortment, with

I

Pure

in

i!

FIX!

A penny saved is as good as a penny earned. Hive
call ai m Main Street. Sign on the window,

DRUG STORE!

all

nine cases out often darts in a 'light
Which,
cold which, if not checked, is Mire to result in the
above named disease. Tim COE till AM) ELM,
SA III 1’ has never failed to cure the worst r'l.sv.; <>r'
cotii/J: where consumption had not already become
seated, and many cases that had been given up by
physicians, have been Cl RED by this remedy.

AI.S«> A

us a

MOODTTS

.

Blind !

ihe

Converse.
Concave. Fine

Market

—A N B—

Manufacturer, Wholesale and Retail Dealer

CONSUMPTION.

lirepaid,

f

Double

it

mi

‘i-iit

it

For

it

Union, ami request them to insert the same in their
next issue in jmrsuance with their kindojjer.
Tin: L xion is the only Democratic dailv
published at tlu* seat of Government. It is dedicated to the
dispassionate discussion of the events and issues oi
the hour. In tiro language of the initiul editorial,
“the immediate object sought in the establishment
ot this paper is to aid in preventing the nation from
being subjected to the ills which must result from
placing its Chief Magistracy in abeyance, and frustrating the great reforms of administration and
finance decreed by the vote of November, and we
hope so to conduct the paper as to demonstrate itutility to the country at large, and to secure such
support from the people a to assure its success and
perma nency.’’

-.

Delia

v

»

/S'sn* (Eougii

Remedy.

Ha- been used by l)i:. I ; \... in an unusually miccessful practice of over 15 year-, with mo:c flan
-utfi ■■faction in every ease.
The calls from parties
rising it became so numerous that In* fcuiid it neces
•ary to put it up in a convenient form to put upon
the market.
Hiis was done in September last, since
which time the amount which has been sold far exj
cerds anythin# of a like nature which lias ever been i
before the public, and the number of unsolicited tes- !
timenials which have been received show that it \all that is eiuimed for it, and even more.
«>i ail diseases to which mankind is heir, none
are more dangorou-- than Tiiuoat and Lr.\o <IDea-os, and in our New England climate, with its
sudden changes of temperature, lew can pass thro*
the year without experiencing their troublesome
eilect
111 >w many are carried away every year bv
that dread disease,

363“

UOal
i.ooa

!

4 Sateiand Sure

li»

huii.

np.*n

ples.

/re respectfully call the attention of our iceella e.cchanges to the prospectus published h, {,: •/.-

if:,

Inter per e,l with Song- and qhnuteJi.Alter the l.ntertainment Ice Dream, « ake
olft e u ill tie oifered for ale.

Door

Hats, Caps

INK UNION is served by farriers to subscribers
at l.'» cents p« r week, or .'>0 cents per month. Single ;
copies, three cents, or $7.00 per year. All subscrip
tious must be
paid invariably in advance.
; T'HK I NIoN will be sent to clubs at the ratot So per year,
(postage paid.
i:./ dates of adverti -dug furnished on application.
Kr
.Newsdealers ordering Tin: I’.mon will be supplied at the usual rate-.. I'lir money must imaria
bly accompany the order.
All bank checks must be
stamped. Post-oiUce
orders are preferable.
All business communications must be address*- i 1
to the “Publisher of Tun Union*.’’
Tin: Union is conducted on entirely casli princi-

Dr. A. ,1. Flagg’

..i

i*H\\

Winter

ot

j

Pi .p

;

1

7.

A 8 i.8»
\ '/'(» 11i Mlif

jus! received a frc.-Ii .-upply

Hu-

i'OLKINUOi’.V.

(iutter^, per loot,

.'..7.7;/, 1

i

C. W. HAXTEtT

nit

HAYFOEB HALL,
7

Again!

Editor.

Address, Hus: 4S4, City P, O

il»

I jtiit*v. if! the Mortis Gliureii

I!'- / H tfi.l

Good

/*/ ur.jsjn i> ?:rj:/:y .\roi:.\rxa, (Sundays
xcepted,) at.
?»\>7 I ) STREET N. \V
n .isinxGTOx, i>. ('...
IiV II I Nin

Rungs,

•d

<

'dnstmpiton. This dread disease, if allow
cd to have its own way, is sure lo become in-

BELFAST.

OK

K“<*

Adrni

'«•» Wash* •it Woo

IM-i.-d Api>liButler
('lire

NEWS.

.’1th, selirs. D. K. Arey, Pattershall, from
Boston, with general merchandise; Sarah B Harris,
(of Boston, Woods Portland, with salt to Swan A
Sibley Brothers, ami will load potatoes probnbiv for

(

<

llucU
May

PORT

li.-M

Mill on
i.'i iiia
I ul lo
( lii. ia
I- o« I

11.0"

SHIP

1‘ I

..r «t-d r..

.-

oru

In North Hancock, Dec. Mltl Mrs. Diana, wife ot
Don. Ebem-nr ( lark, aged tVS years and V months.

n !.i s in \ rrn

P :it:i

(II

day s.

Jan.

ns’

«

)IKI>.

AKK1VK1).

No Failure Known 1

MONTGOMERY BLAIR.

i

l

pROSPECTTJS.

THE U2TXOXT.

1

<5(5 years.
In East Warren,dan. fitli, Mr. Freeman C.
Hawes,
aged 4t5 years.
In Thomaston, dan. 11th, widow of jute Nathaniel
Tales, aged s'.' years, lo months and mm davs.
In Ellsworth, dan. MMd. Mrs. Sarali L.
Ilale, aged
71 years and lo months, wile of John M. Hale.
In Lamoine, dan. 17th. Ethel B. Kelley, daughter
of Preston \\ and Henrietta Kelley, aged 4 months
and 17 days.
in Eden, dan. MOth, Mrs. Bathsheba
To Southern and Western travelers to tin*
Wasgatt.aged
Centennial who intend visiting New York will 77 years, wife of Capt. William Wusgatt.
In Mt. Desert, dan. MOth, Capt. Amos Kieliardsou.
find the (irand Fnion Hotel, opposite tin* j
aged 7M years and lo months.
(irand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels !
In Sedgwick, D»*c. r»tli, John Turner ot Brookliu,
in New York to stop at. Il is so near the de- aged M4 years.
In Sullivan, .Ian. stli, Mary M., wife of John D.
pot that I lie traveler is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and express- Blaisdell. of. ullivan. dan. IS:H, Watson E. White,
74 years.
age hire, while its location is such that street aged
In Vinnl Haven, dan. 13th, Lavinia, widow of
car and stage lines radiate from this point to
Francis McMullen, aged »*.S years, lo months and is

Pills, Potions unit Pungencies,
< >ne

I

Frankfort, .Ian. 30lh, by L'pton Treat, Esq.,
Emery .1. Colbaih, and Hannah C. Pease both of E\
ct or.
In Nortliport, Jan. M'Jd, by Lev. C. M. Khoudes,
(■apt. Winlield Lendbetter of Yinallniveii, and Mi
Lillie Crockett of Nortliport.
In Lincolnville, dan. LStli, Mr. Thomas 8. Waterman and Miss Emma S. Abbott, both of
Northpoit.
In Kockland, dan. lMh, Mr. Hernan II.
Burpi-e
and Mrs. Clara It. Smith, boih of It.
At Mutinicus, dan. 17th. Mr. Andrews.
Knight I
and Miss (Mara F. ^ mult?, both of M.
In West Camden, dan. Idtli, Cnpr.
Sidney
Hup- I
I"'1' '>f St. (hankie, and M i-s F.lvira F.
oungof Lock
land.
In Cu^hina, dan. Mist, Mrs. Lewis l
Freeman
and Miss KUen Crouse, both of C.
In St. (Icorgo, Cant. Dunbar 11. Willard, and Flsie,
voimge.-i daughter of (’apt. Samuel Cilclirest, both
ot St. tieorge.
la Ellsworth, dan. MMJ, Mr.
ILnry C. Kay, and
Miss Alia 1!. Itemick, both of F..
In So. Itrooksville. dan. Mist. Mr. ,L»slma I*. ( batto and Mrs. Martha A. i'ihbetts, both of So. It.
la Franklin, dan. Mist, 31 r. Charles L. Crabtree
and Miss Hannah W. Itirutfon, both of F.
In Winter Harbor, .Ian. ldth.Mr. Koseoctj.
Youug
and Miss .Martha S. Markmun. both of (jnuldsboro.
In Sedgwick, dan. 1sth, Mr.Charles S. Parker and
MCs Kivu Dodge, both, of Brooklin.
Jn Washington, dan. 1st, by Lev. F. Howard, Mr.
Sanborn Howard. Postmaster ol No. Washington,
and Mrs. .Jane 1 Pease of Appleton.

...

have

• -*'"viewing v.’liat hu-1 been
nil be apparent tlml the

W.

to

harp spear’

net your temper flashes out.
After considering the place to which wit and hum.
••!' are entitb d
by tlie l and a rd of intellectual values,

<•.

removed

Iwo

he, “put me down fur
hat was wit—and wit. of the

you

CiiANuh.

store, to conform to Ids dry goods busipartitions that now divide the room will
b<* taken away making one large apartment: the
hull and stairway leading to the rooms above will be

Humor i;

too.

built, if the

possible.

sini-'.ss

ii'-

companionalde and
tidiy. It lake-you by tin- at in and says “conn-,
uaulk together in the sunny day, observe the
orld, and see how much there is in it to make us
if try,” and
compel* you to be pleased with your*
t

n,

dozen of them

1

made in the

“\erv well'’said

the

i<-■

small

a

were

to see a

History of a Picture.
I wo ol llit* most celebrated artLis 1 to* world
li:i ever known dwelt in I lie same city. < me deMolded in delineating beauty in all it’s graces 01
lint, fonn, ami motion. Ilis portraits were inslinel will] tliP eliarm ol physical vigor. 'I'lie
graceful. half voluptuous outline of fm-m and
feature harmonized with delieutely Mended
lints, (m his canvas, the homeliest’lares had
an almost irresistahle eliarm.
The other found
idensure only in depicting weird and gloom v
suhjeefs. Above all, did in* excel in painting
the portraits of the dying. 'I'lie nyoni/'in:1
death-throe, the ghastly fare and form, were all
depietod with marvelous fidelity. 'There existed hetween these artists the lhost intense dislike. At length this dislike culminated. 'The
beauty-loving artist had been engaged in painting the portrait of a beautiful woman. Connoisseurs pronounced it the most wonderful
piece of art that had ever been produced. Itis
brother artist was jealous of his fame and
sought, revenge, liy bribing the keeper of the
studio he gained access to tin: picture each
night. At lirst In: was content to only deaden
t he brilliancy of the complexion and eves, efface
I lie hlomn from cheek and lip, and paint a
shadow on either cheek. Later, his strokes
grew bolder and freer, and one morning the
artist awoke to find the entire outline of the
portrait changed, lie could scarcely recognize
in the emaciated form and haggard countenance
the glowing conception lie had embodied. The
pallid face and expressionless eyes he had attributed to a tack of genuineness in his materials; hut when the outlines were changed lie
suspected the cause and indignantly dismissed
the keeper. What the revengeful artist marred
by a few rapid strokes of his skillful brush was
only restored bv years of patient industry.
Header, need we name the artists.
Health,
who paints the tlowers and “grassy carpet’ no
less than the human form divine.—Disease, the
dreaded artist who revels among the ruius hotli
of nature and humanity,—and Carelessness, the
keeper to whom Health often intrusts his portraits. And is it not the beauty of woman, the
most admired of all the works which adorn tin:
studio of Health, that Disease oftenest seeks to
mar? The slightest stroke of his brush upon
the delicate organization leaves ail imprint that
requires much skill and patience to efface. Restoration must be prompt. Carelessness must
he dismissed. Let suffering woman been the
warning ere Disease has marred their chief
Dr.
beauty —Health
beyond reparation.
Bierce’s Favorite Prescription lias been used bv
thousands of these sufferers, and they are
unanimous in their praise of its excellence. If
you would he transformed from the pallid,
nervous invalid into a happy, vigorous woman,
try ii.
—

for ten years, the store* in McClintock Block, now
occupied by A. R. Carter, and will move in the course
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subscription paper is being circulated about tin-

We would like
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w:i

city to solicit stock lor another shoe factory. The
present one lias realized the expectations of its ardent projectors, in the respect of increasing our
business population. Two years ago it was ascertained that the present factory was the direct cause
of adding seventy families to the population of our
city, the most of whom became permanent residents.
Thousands of dollars are weekly paid to workmen
of families, which is distributed through the city. A
factory can be built now much cheaper than when
the present one was erected, and parties can be
found to operute it, if the enterprise is successful.
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to haw .me' no-e bi'ok'-n |.\ a lall on the icy
paiem.-nt i- an accident the anguish ol which only
In* know* w ho is the victim. Such a mishap hap
1.1 tied to .Mr. I dward Ha :elton of liollust, on Spring
Portland Argu
siie.-t, iii tin
city, ve-terday.

ie:i‘
friain
.I.ague I hat mark- our prop I'e
Moll, lolin gl-aVe.
1 he leuifill 8iale Ol til- Will
.nleiiil' a). Ja t u laugh while we can.

persons in

Dav is. Da\ id Da\
who has I
elected I nitod States Senator, lo succeed <ion.
Logan, l»v the Illinois legislature was horn in
.M:trvl:iinl in J-d
II.* will he wjvty-fwo year
old "it tin* Dili of March ne\t.
11.* wa- graduat« 1 at Kenyon college in Ohio; studied law in
tin Stale and at tho Vale law school; removed
to Illinois m IsJo, and soon afterward was admitted to tho liar. In 1M1 he was elected to tho
tato legislature,in ]*4V to tho oonvontion which
tormed the present .Stateeon-dilution, in 1 r
lc* wa ehu.t-n judge of the eighth judicial circii it
in Illinois; w:n re-oleeted in Jv »» and again in
li.l.
Ju DGO ho was a delegate in tho republican national convention whi< li nominated A brahum laneoln. who wa his intimate friend, for
the Presidency. Deeeniher Mh, DiD, ho wa
appointed a in dice of the Supreme <'ourt, whi li
position ho li:c. -.iiice In*!.I. Hi ; whole tci m ot
no vice :4- a judge in Mate and federal courts
has been nearly thirty years. As a lawyer and
judge it i conceded by all that lie has gi. it
n;
....o
in..
•ihilili.-w»*..itU \H v,.,v
who I.now him have always entertained a hi;*h
AI
opinimiof Ids wisdom in practical ulfuir
though for many years he was a republican, he
ha sulci the close of the war hud conservat i\ •*
opinions on political questions, and has been
prominently named among possible Democratic
candidates for the Presidency, li i; understood
that .Judge I *u\
will accept, hid not until tin*
Ith of March.
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nnl of Delaware, Democrats: Edmunds of Yer* !
phia, every Monday, where all letters for adinont, Frelinghiiv.sen of New Jersey, and Morj vice lint t be addressed.
ton of Indiana, Republicans.
House—Messrs. Payne of Ohio, Hunter of!
Take tin* sensible view, 'far cleanses, heals
\ irginia, and Abbott of Massachusetts, Demo
and cures Catarrh. Tin* only method of <Hrert
mats; and Garfield of Ohio, and Hoar of M:eapplication i- by inhaling the vapors of the
sachuselts, Republicans.
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recently purmill in this town, thoroughly remodelled the wine, put in new machinery, erected a two
story building in connection, built a stone dam, and
intends to manufacture Hour in addition to his other
business. The machinery came from Chicago. .Mr.
M. is a brother to the Mathews Bros, ol this city.
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What i lh>- d.U'ivnce between
Spalls.''
Waltzes" and Ayer’s Sarsaparilla" and Ague
(lire:" Answer: 'i'h«' tormer are Teutonic .A-,
Hu* latter are Ay er’s iwo tonics.
Co\si'mvi:>. Taki: Noi'in:.
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Flagg, Fsq., of Bennington, A.

“Three years since I was very much reduced
with a dreadful cough, which resulted in Bronchitis. atlecting me so severely as to render it
difficult to speak in an audible voice. To this
was added severe night sweats, and 1 was tearful of going into a decline.
Viter recourse to
various remedies, to no purpose, I made use of
Hit. A Vi st ak’s Balsam ok Wild Cmatuv. a
lew bott 'es of which fully restored uic to health.
Since that time 1 have had several severe attacks of cough, but the Bai.svm ha* always re1 always keep it by me. and
moved them.
should nut know how to do without i!.
•'*»> cents and Si a bottle.
Sold by a'i drug-

New Haven harbor, frozen in,
ami tailing to iind out by written inquiries whether
she was there or not, went there himself Jan.
ami thereby learned for a certainty that she was not
there, and as ii is now about seven weeks since she
I*T! Hoboken, she was probably blown off the coast,
and is probably lost. She is about nine years old,
registers lol tons, and was owned mainly hv J. B.
Drake and others of Hath, and (’apt. Hrown. The
Crooker made her last trip from Belfast to New
York with a full load of potatoes.
the Crooker

on

April Fool’s day this year.
Freight traffic over the railroad to this city is remarkably good at present.
1 .'do! ears are kept standing on the railroad
bridge to keep the ice from lifting it.

ot
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of
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on

comes
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l ive

over the slippery places.
dry cisterns continue to yearn.

Go blow

Mrs.

ton with all the latest styles of
HAYINti

Hats, Feathers & Flowers.

L, Cen’l Agt., Gardiner
!\v30

lu the District Court of the i lilted State* for the
District of Maine.
In the matter ol
COLCORD, BEKKV & Cti,

«

in

Bankrupts.

Bunkruptcv

KSUANT in an order of said Court, notice is
hereby given that the fourth and final nieetiug
in the estate of Colcord, Berry & Co.,
creditors
of
Bankrupts, will be held at the Custom liouse in
said
in
District, on the 14th day of February,
Belfast,
A. D. 1877, at 2 o’clock P. M., before Mr. Register
the
for
Hamlin,
purposes specified in Section 5093,
Statutes of the United Stales, title Bankruptcy, at
and
which time
place the Assignees will settle their

PI

linal account and apply for
liabilities to creditors.

a

discharge

from all

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, (
LEWIS M. PARTRIDGE, i Assiguees.
2w30
Dated at Belfast, Jan. 20, 1877.

WELLS

just returned from New York and Bo

Miua Brown "ill take charge of the Millinery
usual, who will give entire satisfaction to all.
13
MRS. WELLS, 17 Main Street.

as

Bangor House.
Mils House has within

a

few years

been

greatly enlarged, thoroughly repaired
elegantly furnished. It is the largest

and
Ho-

tel now open in Maine. It is tirst-class in
The management
every appointment.
thankful for the .very liberal patronage for
the past fifteen years, and to conform to the times,
have decided to make the price $?.00 per day. Hack
ing to and from the house free of charge.
O. M. SHAW,
F. A. SHAM',
Manager,
Pioprietor.

WUttt Mr. Pimpleton Did Not Seo
the Centennial Exhibition.

Millais's Huguenot Lovers.
lavorite picture rises up before me,
Whene’er you play that tune;
l see two figures standing in a garden,
In the still August noon.
N

our

.since ill.- cl..mi of ilie Kxliibition. anil
indeed

is a girl’s with pleading face turned upwards,
Wild w ith a great alarm
trembling with ba-t« -lie binds her 1 rotderod l;er
chiel
A bout the ot her’.- arm.

One

What are they saying in the sunny
Willi summer’- il**wer- ablow
Whftt gives the woman’- voice itmg
Whai makes the man's s.» low

ill not

w
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it ? will

not

w

You will go hence
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pHS-iouute plead

my kerchief

il

die
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Hu^h.oh

answer

hu-h, my dari

lie i- so sweel to Hie,
full ot hope, you need not bid
it such a tiling might be.

ii
I

me

even more

-in," the wild voice interrupts him,
fill- is HO open -trite.
Have you not often dreamed a nobler warfare
I a which to .-pend your life?
no

i-

••

l it/-imnwns's particular
of Mrs
friends was invited to oat his Thanksgiving dinner at the hoarding house.
This friend was :i very largo man. with
face as rosy as
a twinkling blue eve, a
Each Chandler's nose, and
remarkably
bald head, lie was assigned a seat at tin*
table directly opposite Mr. Pi tuple) on, and
lie had no sooner received his .me oyster
in a dish ot broth than Mr Pinipleton acosted him, as he accosts all strangers,
| with the words:
•|>id you go to the Centennial
•Oh. ye-, spent two months there,'' answered tin* friend of Mrs. Fit/.s'inmous
“Great show, that; great show!'
It was a great show, indeed,' rejoined
1 went to it nivseli."
Mr. Pmipleton.
“Did you, now ?" exclaimed the stran“Pin delighted to hear it. sir, degei
lighted to meet with a man who went to
the Centennial. I suppose you saw preltv
much everything of interest?"
everything," anEverything, sir
swered Mr. Pimpleton, complacently.
1 suppose that you went into the
Egyptian department f"
"Yes, I did," answered Mr. Pimpleton.
“1 bestowed particular attention upon the
one

Ob: lor my sake, though but lor my vC.e weari!.
think what my life would b--,
II vou, who guv e it lirst true worth and me.ai ing
U ere taken now from me.
biitk of the long, long days. -,i -low ly pH--iu;I hink of t he endless vea:>
1 am so voung! miist I live but my lYc-tiuu
With neither hopes nor tears!
I

A

ini life i- hardest ohinylov.
1 f I could bear your par.
tbi- great sorrow. 1 would go
\\ i111 an unshrinking heart.

M

1

my

tra-

to meet

i.

"Child! child

I little dreamt iu that bright
\\ hen tirst your love I sought,
«»! all the tut u re store of woe and anguish
\\ hioh I, unknowing, vvroughi.

ing;
3011 more

I

-umiuer

Put '•>u'll forgive ini': ye.-, you will l'orgiv*- me,
I know, when I am dead!
J v\ould have !ov ed you—but word- have -cant tin
id loved

an

instead."

then is silence in the .sunny garden,
util, with faltering tone,
jjhe sobs, the while still clinging closer to him,
"Forgive me—go—my own'"
Ho

n

I

love, and death, by faith unshaken,
.Mingle their glorious j.-alm,
Albeit low, until tin* passionate pleading
I
hushed in deepest calm.
\

human

Jewels of

Thought

—

and Devotion.

Egyptian display."
"Very interesting,

Sometimes a little flower will t**li us ii»v>re
>f (i(nl's good wisdom than tlie grandest wordI hut ever preacher preached or organ chords
l blundered within tin* temple’s sacred door
-<‘»*<i watted on busy wind,
A
A birdHost hiding where the brunches lean,
A glimpse of sunlit valley, left behind,
With sweet homes nestled in the living green.
Some friendly voice that greets us on die road
In common salutation brief and kiud,
\ gentle
by stranger eyes bestowed,
I'he dear face of a child with tender meaning lined,
A lonely grave where violet buds have blownI hese are the presents l»v which < iod i- known.

wasn't it.
What
did you think of the animated mummy
i'he animated mummy ! i really don't

<

■■

flying

rememoer.

"Well, now, it was unfortunate that you
.should have missed seeing that
Nothing
in the whole Lxililiition pleased me more
I used to sit tor hours at a time talking
with him.
You see that 1 have spent
many years in the study of the ancient
Kgvptian language, and 1 could, therefore, understand even woi',l tlio animated mummy said. lie died, i! seem- ill
the year b.tiO",' IV ('
At that lime he was
ill years old
You will thus perceive that
his present age is 1 '> i7 vear-.
Such a
venerable man could uoi fail to excite
letdings o! respect, and 1 was particularly
interested in the aeeount ol his death
According to his own statement, lie was
a person ol eonsiderahie political distine-

glance

very man desire- to live long
would in* old.
I

but

no man

well at tin* moment, and von have |»<-•formed
good action to all elernd v.
Act

\ irltie ihave always

!(

war, and to !i\e
combat with our-clves.

-l ilt* ol

a
I

m

il

we

Imi om* step from »om[):mion-hip
when one a-soi’ial «*- w ith v ice.

i-

-1 a very

Active null ire* are rarely no-.aiieholv.
livitv and ni'-htneliolv are iiieomnalihle.

Ilappiiies-

in

imi-l of iieeos-ii

v

io

At

be binll on virtue alone, and
have fi'tiili Ibr iis foundation.

tion in Lgypt ('ontempor tucous with him
there was one John A l>i\, who was an
aspirant tor tiie nllii.. Superintendent
of the Pyramids, Inti who did not receive
the appointment.
My friend, the mummy, was aeeidentallV killed by the Mix,
while the latter was diooting nipc
1 lie
arrow intended
for liie bird pierced my
friend's heart, and tie wa thereupon embalmed
lie still preserves the head of
the arrow.
I really wish that you eotild
have seen that animated mummy.
"J really wish that 1 could,
rejoined

A grain of sand leads to the fall of a mountain
when the moment has • -nine for the mountain

fall

to

Keep

horror-- at arm’s length.
Turn a blessing round to -ee whether
dal I; side to it.
the

it

Nevei
lia- a

have known loik** w 10 have never eonimitblunder whose hearts are as dry a- dust ;
and other
who have constantly transgressed,
whose sympathie- were i- waiin and a* «jui• *I:
< e|ia liurleigh.
i-tlm eot'an aw'el.
I

te«l

tilice, il lia

been aid, brings hupj.io<
A happiness they wist not who cultivate
iL not.
it transforms, the mind il enlarges the
heai
it eh*v ales the sold
it makes mail loved ;
it a--i ls Inm on in the right path ; il help- him
To that peace which passefh all iiudcr-tanding.
Il-

a-

Mr. Pimpleton. faintly
“You certainly Hoiked that wonderful
piece ol sculpture in the Art llallery.
continued the stranger, helping himselft(>
the cranberry sauce and beaming all over
with satisfaction.
i he one entilled I’he
Powers ol the Pre--., by Powers.'
Air. Pimpleton could timI >• >
ply. tie imply 1 tool, m-1 head.
"\cry sorry you didn't ee it ir. flic
mo t
wonderful work .a art which the
world ever beheld. A group of three
1

\Ve know not what we are, any more than
what we shall be.
it La high, solemn, almost
iwfill thought for every individual man. that
h;- earthlv influence, which ha- a
.ii/iim-n.^
mem
wilt ne\n tnrougli all ages, uviv he the
very meanest ot us. have an end!
Wli.at is
done i- done, lias already blended itself with
Hi** boiindhever-living, ever-working univ er-e,
and '.ill also work there for good or
il, opeiilv or secret IV. throughout all time.
V oltaire.

figures-

I In* la-hioii of this world pas-cth awav."
We seek perpetuity «»l youth: hut it will not
-lav.
We cannot persuade ourselves that it
tin* ancients lnnge.il for immortal
does -lav.
t hev spoke in angry dis-ati-factionoi'
vouth.
t tie w a-'es f,l loid-lile, uint set more o| those "I
old age: and ill mythology they sought to cull im* beaut v and Ireslmess in the go.Js a< e >rd
iog to the.r-conception of the permanence of tin
■» we aft*
ufi-taiiei- fit life.
seeking to maintain a- ton?* a- vve may those tiodily condition
Which ■■•hall tie m<»-t fruitful ol joV.of enjoy-

vi-ilde aeeonipli -iiMiciit
lint chan1- conic-.
We are obliged to
uhmit to limitation-. We drill away from
•Otoe -tab* in every round hour.
We are Hot
I tie
aim* lo-dav that we were ypsi.erda v.
In
some tilings we are more; bul there is a wa-te
hi sonic things other, in some things else.
Tin* hoii-eiiold i- changing perpetually as the
individual changes. A wedding i- at om* door,
amt a funeral is at the other.
Life pas-es perpetually between the two, coming and going.
be
never”
written
over the
•Abiding
might
threshold of every dwelling. Our children are
not two year-the same to us.
Lir.-t, they are
balne.s; then we miss the eradle. and look for
hem higher up along the line of life; and then
they disperse in their several ways; and the
old house i- lonesome; and the old clock tirks
unheeded behind the door. They return again.
i>y aim by, bringing itieir ■■tiiluren, ami renew
tbe liouseliobl: bill how different] The early
riel i- gone. Having struck like lightning, il
lias | ke lightning revealed lo us something that
we mw not before; and in a thousand
ways
eatv
assuaged; asperities are rubbed smooth,
and burdens have grown light. C hanges have
been going oil in each, and in tin: wuole :uculnulated household: there lias been change tie
lore our eyes continually; and yet it scarcely
dispossesses us. even in old age, of tile thought
that we can make something abide. No. the
world is full of empty nests. There the bird
brooded and hutched her young; there they
were Hedged; and they “ilew away,” in the
language of the old poet, "and where now they
sing no man may know." Life is perpetually
strength, and

oi

ot

changing.

Friends are changing. They are losing the
ethereal element, and turning to the gross; or
they are going from the material toward the
spiritual. In one way or another we are losing them.
They are scattering. They are
hanging, at any rate. Lo. throughout life our
heart is as a spider of the night, that throws
out from himself webs on every side, md has
liis dwelling on the stable grass, until the
browsing ox or the large foot of the farmer
comes dashing through, when by one -tcp
every thread is-.snapped, and his work lias to
be done over again!
\Ve are throwing out.
here and there, affinities and affections and
yearnings and longings. We are uniting ourselves in one and another way to each other,
to the household, and to socictv.
Ten tlionsand elements, like so many nerves, have been
thrown out from us, and have been woven into
and rudely broken off from the course of time.
An K\ 1'icaokdinauv Attachment. Nome

years since a gentleman residing n
Hie upper section ol this city, while walking upon the railroad near tlie upper depot, discovered a small red squirrel m a
maimed and imlplesscondition. He picked up the little sufferer, took it to his
place
ol business, and faithfully and skillfully
nursing it, his patience was rewarded in
a short time
by seeing the little waif in a
he,allhy and sprightly condition. Suffice
it to say that for two
years litis small
squirrel has been the daily companion of
its benefactor in all his
journeys, and lias
been conveyed hundred's of miles in his
two

'■oat

pocket his last trip of any longtii
being to the Centennial Exposition. While
—

Philadelphia the sum

of

offered
for the sprightly little tcllow, but the offer
was refused, as it would have been had it
been §Aio.
.Mich was the reciprocal gratitude manifested by the squirrel ior its
master that it manifested a decided prefni

erence

where,

ior

a

nest

in

was

his coat

pocket,

good portion of the time, il was
tound snugly ensconced.
A few days
since the squirrel was sporting about the
a

floor of the ware-house of its master,
when suddenly picking up a nut it darted
behind a piece of wainscoatiug, where a
huge rat made quick work in dispatching
tlie little fellow, mueli to the regret and
disgust of the gentleman who had lavished
so many acts of kindness on this small
specimen ol the animal kingdom, and ol
which nothing now remains except a
truthful photograph, secured a few days
previous to its sad demise. [Hudson N.
1'. Gazette.

j

t

!

-the Kdilor in the centre
Meacnu
lliehard Smith on the one hand, and
iieorge Washington Child-, A M., on the
other
The central figure was represented as holding a pair of scales, one ide of
which ontained a schooner of !s;»er beer,
a medallion o! .lav Could, a id
Stock
l.M'bange t.elegiaph in trument on the
other ide were placards inserilied ‘1 he
1.calling Ameiieaii New-paper.' a coil ol
barometric curves, and ntliiieioil- envelThe rale
opes marked 'Vasal ('ollege.
with the -elioouei and day build weighed
down the one eontaiioiig the letter ! b om
Va-sai
Meaeon liirhaid Smith had one
hand raised to heaven and the other out
stretched behind him. t though pushing
a ide
(ieoree
imaginary worked paitnei
Washington tliiido A ,\1 was -rated at
a table. Ins head
resting upon bis baud,
and his whole attitude suggestive of
l ie- inkstand before him was in
poetry
the shape ot a eoHin, and, in place of a
chair, lie sat upon an eiaboratelv-wrough1.
on the
tomb, with the letters (1 W.
door. A copy ol the Public Ledger prevented the sleeve ol his coat from becoming soiled. It was really grand—artistically grand. Alav I trouble von basal t. sir?”
•Mr. J inipjetou passeil the sail, lull said
never a word.
ilis lave had grown deathly pale, his lingers were working convulsively, and the drumstick upon his plate
remained untasted. The other hoarders
looked on in silent pity, hut Mrs. Fitz-

rom

as it to make* sure that ail was
bale, ami then .strutting oil, 1-alstall-like.
\vlu*n the danger was gone. [ Cincinnati

against il,

Sad Case.

A

[l

the

St. Louis Journal.]

A suit tor divorce lias been tiled in the
circuit clerk's olliee by Solon N.
attorney-at-law, in which I'rank M. (Jordon
i> plaintiff and Kslelle 1-'. (Jordon, a neioc
of Judah 1’ Benjamin, is defendant, and
connected with which there is a thrilling
and romantic heart history, running thro’
the past two years. The jihiintilV to the
suit and the beautiful though frail defendant were both formerly residents ot New
Orleans. The families were both wealthy,
lull, met with reverse during the war,
which left young (iordon upon his own
lie determined to conn- to St.
resources,
Louis to try his fortune, assuring tin*
beautiful Kstello that anon he would come
lor her, after lie had amassed a sutlieient
sum, and marry her. Being a young gentlemen of good address and possessed of
more than ordinary business rapacity, lie
soon succeeded in securing a
lucrative

position

in one ot

wholesale

our

most

Enquirer.

(>

Miss Linuey of Sacramento was inclined
to many Mr. Uoheris, hut she said that
she could not become the wifi* of a poor
man.
She would wait, a reasonable time
for him to make a fortune, and whenever
he u as in
condition to supp«>rt lier in elegance he might claim lie.. He went to
San Francisco, embarked in mining speculations, and made mo;.e\ rajudlv. A lew
months ago he 1 *»1«I her i!*:»t he
w sod
She aid that
a hundred thousand dollar
the sum was satisfactory, and mentioned
a date that would suit her for tin- w edding.
't hen
lie coolly told her that he had
changed his mind, and had no idea ot marrying her. She has sued him tor breach of

prominent

MATCHLESS
■

$2500 gES

ingenious inventions of
the age. The exterior looks like am ballot box, hut alter the votes have once
been deposited you can open that box and
bring out u majority for whichever side
you please. They gave exhibitions of the
way in which it worked, and I really
never

saw

anything

so

astonishing.

example: They would put in

Fur

..<><i tickets
marked Jones and 10U marked Smith. Dpon opening the box it would he found to
contain I'.ooo tickets for Smith, and sav :_'.’i
lor Jones. The agent told me lie had sold
a
large number of these boxes in Louisiana. South Carolina, and Florida, and that
he had strong recommendations from Kellogg, Chamberlain and Stoughton. Pity
you neglected to see that ballot box !”
Hy this time the perspiration had formed
in great heads upon Mr. 1‘impleton’s brow
and lie was beginning to push back his
chair from the table, when the bald-headed stranger, who had received his second
allotment of turkey and dressing resumed :
"1 need hardly ask you whether you
saw tlie Lightning Calculator.
You surely couldn’t have failed to notice him.
Kemble, 1 think his name was- William
Kemble, lie was a blackboard right in
the centre ol the Main lluilding, where lie
used to illustrate his wonderful theory of
addition, division and silence, lie would
first take up a collection from the spectators and mark the amount upon the blackboard. That represented addition. Then
he would puthulf the money in one
pocket,
and half in the other, chalking these sums
also upon the blackboard. That was division, you soe. Then lie would erase the
figures and retire without saying a word.
That is where ths silence, came in
And
then the Turkish prophet-”
Hut Mr. Pimpleton could stand it no
longer. He rushed from the room without waiting to hear about the Turkish
prophet, lie is now looking for a new
boarding-house where the landlady does
not invite bald-headed
strangers to dinner.
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Thud,

thud, thud, Ihnd—thick and heavy fell the
blows cm old Cinnamon's skull. The old
beast loosened his hold and ran into the
dungeon next the pit. ■•Unlock that gate."
shouted Nordhcim to Mr. Tenner, "and I
will lock him up for good now.” Mr. Tenner obeyed him, and Nordhcim shut the
It is related that Pope Pius recently ob- door. Once the door
securely shut, If was
served a young man studying a painting
amusing to see the Imir frightened lint unby Raphael in the Vatican. "You are of hurt hears leave their posts and strut up
the academy, my son?” “No,
your holi- to tlial door, then stride around the urge
ness, 1 am too poor.” “do ami put your alter the style ol Mose, as much as In
say,
name there and I will
pay the lees.” “Hut, •‘Won’t somebody please knock a chip off
your holiness, 1 am a Protestant.” "The my shoulder ?" Around and around they
academy is for artists, and that is enough marched, returning to the door, smelling
tor me,” replied the pontiif.
it. teeling it •autiously and rearing up
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mg the tenth day <-t »ictob.r, 1 ^r.L have been allow
ed to -aid creditors to bring in and
prove their
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is lied against the
<». Aid n .d
B.eltast, in the Countv ot W ahb* and Stat. .1 Mniie,
who lias been adjudged a Bankrupt, uii his own
petition tiled Sept. full, lx.o. t hat the payment of
any debts and delivery of ans property belonging to
said bankrupt, !<» loin, or for his use, and tin- trail
ter of ally property by him are forbidden bv law
;
That a meeting ul the creditors ut' the said bankrupt. to plan e their debts, and to chose one or mm
Assignees ut his e.-tat*-, w in |.e held at a ( uni t -o'
Bankruptcy, to be holdeu at tin- Cu-toni Hun
in
Belfast in s.,id District, before ( liarb-s llamlm,
Jiegister, on t In* IHli day of I hrum s, A. I >. Is..
o'clock, I*. AI
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As a sale, reliable and pleasant medicine, w« know
of nothing that equal' Adamson’s Botanic t ouch
Balsam.
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> HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFIC No. 28. H tones up and invigorate tin ys
tern, dispels the gloom and despondency, impartstrength and energy, stops the drain and rejt»\«
nates the entire man. Been u >\\ tw. nty ) ars u it h
access by
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NATIVE OYSTERS

"'•low-

est rmaket prices. Norfolk and
Oysters 90 cts. per gallon solid.

Boston.
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Virginia

NEW

WOMAN

on

uoivr*
BOOK.

the AMERICAN

FRONTIER.
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A valuable and authentic history ot tin heroi-i,.
and i. .(■
adventure-, t i;: I privation-, .uptiv it.!. es ami deaths ol tinMOTHERS
I'l-- licpublic. Illu.strnteil "dft bill p.u.
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An

Intensely Interesting

Every single
1

Book.

lu re entered to mtelliu* to
good opportunity
MEN ’r WOMEN wh- want :t go*'>t pay
business right at home. Send Tor our lllustrat*
1 )e-<‘iipf;v •• < ir. nlar. containing lull particularV‘l.Ir.
s. S. SCRAN TON & CO..
’U1
Hartford, Conn.
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RiQBATE NOTIC." b
In tin- Honorable Judge .1 Probate for the t mint
ol Waldo
A. 1>( ,\ T« \, (iiiardiun ot Churl.
A. Bryant, minor lour *>f 1 war and I. -V.
Bryant
latent 1 .inculm i lit in said County, deceased, re-pci
tally ropre-ents that said minor i- seized and
se-sed ol certain real estate situate in said Lincoln
ill**, consisting of a hunt 8 acres, and being a portion
ol the homestead ol -aid deci a.-ed, that the interest
oTsaid minor requires that the -ante should he
and the proceed.* put out .t interest for his hem tit
Wherefore your petitioner pr.t\- your
u
t
I! him convey
u
grant him a lio n-* ■<»
t private sale.
late of -aid minot
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Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
E ar Discharges, impaired heariny,
scrofula. enlarged eland-. Swelling-,
fKelieral ik'bility, Physical WeuknesH,
.v
Ilrop-y and scanty Secretions,
Sea-Sickness, sickness from ridinp.
Kidney-Disease, (navel,
\ervmis Dehlllty, Vital Weukm--, l tm
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sore Mouth, Canker,
| riuary W eakness, wetting the bed, 7n
Painful Periods, or with spa.-m.
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Diseaseof Heart, palpitation-, etc.
Fpilepsey, Spasm.-. Sf. Vim-’ Dame, 1 »i
sol e thrn.it,
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Diphtheria,
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I Waldo, on the second lu.-dn.
ol .lanuar y, A. t > Is.;

l poll the lofeg* ing 1*. tile ill, t rnb-red, That tin
petitioner give notice to all person- interested by
causing a cop of said petition, vv itb tliis order there
on. to he published three Weeks
succe-'ively ill tin
I Republican .loiirnal a pap. r printed at Bellu.st, that
they may appear at a Probate t ourt, to be held at
Hu Probate oilier in Belfast aforesaid, on tlie
ohd Tuesday oi February tte\t, at ten o’clock m tin
forenoon, and hew cause, it any thev Imv <•, \v In t in
saute should not be grunted.
PIlll.O HFliSK\ .1 u.|-.
A true copy
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B P. I i,
n. |p :.,-t*
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FOWIE’S
PILE AND HU1VI0H CUBE,
Mu* givate-t amt niih medicine ever dccovtred
ami warranted u perh et cure, or money ret unit d, 1
.( fin in '>>/ 1*11.1.s, Lrt'ito
/•tr till th* ii
v, Si i:m
'i. Sill Hu c« u, C v
*. Bill. 1 'I Vll
\ I' i; 11, Kli«
1
Bi o v-i ■, ttiuf till ihzea.t .u 1 the .Si.i s ami
IB *• 0
: ntn'. lu \ </. Ini,if. Internal and external
II «
1* l*. 1 *
I K 2. Co., .Montreal and Bo-ton
•
“Li \ r\ when* $1 a Bottle. Bend l.*r
I'ainpl.l. t
• owMmnd
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CIRCASSIAN LILY
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MIl/fON F. FAIM F.lt.
tlV4
Belfast, Dec. H,
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<-n> 1 •,
Wrtll'alCiU, 'I wul hache
2
Headaches, s ic 11. adm-im, V.-n.eo,
Dyspepsia, iSiliuu- Stun.v'
suppressed, 01 I'aintul Iv.iod-,
Whiles, too 11111 fn1 I’eii
froitp. Cou^h, Difficult Bivaihn ",
Salt Itliemn, Krv-ipela.-. Kruptiuiis.
lilieiiiiini ism, Bhemmuie t'am-,
Fever and Ajcue, chill M v»-r, A'.mm--,
.
Piles, blind or Merdinjr,
;<
opliiliiilniy and Son* or Weak Ky-f,
A
(Catarrh, acute or chronic. Influenza,
\l hm»pill£-f'OllK'il, violent cough.-,
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THE MILE' POWER

OPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY,
at;;

to.
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OYSTERS.

the

9! 0.00
Manual of direction.-,
0.00
Case Morocco, of *20 large vials and Book,
These remedies are sent by the raise
single box or vial, to any part ot the
country, tree of charge, on receipt of
Address
price.
Humphreys’ Homeopa t litc Medicine t o.
I>llii e and Depot, 5G2 Broudway, N< n \«;iL
l or sale by all Drnkrti-ts.
!y.-.
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mental over-work, Indescretions
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OYSTERS,

Worms, W.uin Km
(cymc-Folic, or 'I

Ease,

properties and recommended the use of Adamson’s
are of the highest 'landing in the
community, and ought to he a sufficient euarautee
of this popular medicine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.

Vital weakness or depression : ;i weak « v
huusted feelitig, no energy or courage; the re-.ult ol
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Nos. 158 & KtO Court St., Boston,

kvncrai use tor twenty years.
Everywhere proved the most NAFF.
him Pl.t., i:( ONOMK lfi.aml lltit tm
medicine- Itiunvn. They are Just what
the people want. sav tTTu, t inte, immevT
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no mutter what his condition
may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
I hi$
ii'i/l /h'oi'r n boon to thon sonds
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage -tamps.
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< .out, Headache, 1 ndi-zestion, 1
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•1 pave one ol' your Pill- to lav huhe fm .-holca
luorhus.
| he dear little thing got w-11 in a d
“.Mv nausea of a morning is n<*w eared.
“Vour ho\ of Holloway
Ointment « 11. d me .a
noises in the head. 1 rnhhed some of voar«tint no t
hehiud the ears, and the noise has h !
“Send ate t wo ho\e-; 1 want one lot a poor famih .'
"I enclose a dollar; your price i- ■•..cents, hut t It*
medicine to me is worth a dollar.'
“.Send me live ho\» s of voar Pill
"Let ine has e three .'•ox.e' of voat I'-d I. nium
until, for C hills and J e\ a,
f• .’
I hate over .*oo such testimonial
tin
want ot -pace compel-* m. to com ia*l*

dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordial-; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and elicctual,
l*y which every sulferer,

kxci li.k.n

r piano, of good maki
iu line order. Will be sold
Anand
bargain
ut the

Apply

keep

theta in

to

liiipedi

and bits; .Mental ami l’hvsical
Incapacity, \r,
Bv KnBb.Ll d. < ri.VI UWl I.I., .M. I*., antbor of
t he *q reen Book," &<*.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse mac be
ellectually removed without medicine, and without
sv,
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:e»tf

neiore purcnusuig \ our good.-.
There you will
liml General 11A KI)\V A KK, fAINT.S. Oils
uud V A BN I.Sit IAS, N AILS, GLASS, ami
KABMKIf.S TOOLS, constantly on hand amt
lor sale at LOW KS L THICKS. Don’t fora* t
the place, ANGiKR’6, No. 1 Thenix Hew.
April 20 1375.
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Kxlrui-ts from \ ari.'iis I .-iter-
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■ 1
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at Law!

Sewing Machine
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KIXDS <*!•

♦^Particular att»*niion given

Repairing.

close.
No.
Jan. 1st.

STETSON & WOOD’S

rior to any in the market,
dress orders to s 1 b.|SO\
Street, Boston.

—

j Sewing Machine Attachments.

HOUSEKEEPER.

Standard Fruit Flavors,
Warranted Strictly Pure & Unadulterated.
These flavors maintain the highest standard of excellence, and with tin- great care given to their manufacture, are guaranteed to 1 .» fully equal, if not supe-

A E A I)

DKAI.I.U IX Al l,

-*

iib lio.i -e, 1111. Wood-house and
large Earn. from 0 to 1- tons
H-»> (‘dt annually upon the premises. A good Orcli
ant upon the premises. f,.r lurt her
part iculai-up
ply to the uh-criher.

Hardware, iroii,S|ccl, Ihmsc,
.Ship and Carriage
petncnls, faints, <nl
>treet, Belfast, At.
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Savings
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\ I

the masters ami

Sale!
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LIVERPOOL.

pbe property on .Miller Street,
I now oecupieil by Lemine Col
ley, consisting ot fs acres grass land

i-;,;.

&

firm
in
I*.

41 Ann St., New York; i*. <>. Box, 458G.

r
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Lucre.-*-ors to Carle
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eiitnetetl
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Valuable

my .‘'loci, on account of poor
lealth, all persons iiid. hte.l t., me by note In a<
io.int, are h, r«*hy notilied that their accounts mu t
>c settled immediately, or they wiil f.e
placed in th.
muds of other partii lor« oil.-chon.
Ii
n
iofl'.l :
ion
Leila:t, jinnam

of tin*

as :i partner
name w ill

date,

lUltlDlA BMM’K. Bellas).. b.

at

Sj»/-fi:tl
t

A'• 11, a111*i I.i
alu.ible ine-iica: \v -rk :i e.r ng
flu i \ el v ».n MIN IAI. AM) M'.UVbl S 1)1^1 \
I S, more than
royal oeiuvo page-, twent y
gant engravings, tK>und in substantial muslin. I*r
oi lv
00.
Bar*enougl to pay loi print
■•file Book f-u young .tml middle-aged men
readjust m»\v, is the Science of Kite, or >el| prrI 'he author has returned from Kuropvatiou.
excellent health, and is again the ( hief ( on-nliii,
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute,
Builinch Street, Boston, M.i~
Kepubm an 1
nat.
'i
l lie Science ot I.ife is bey .;- l all compar
most extraordinary work on Physiolog. -v., j
li'hed." -Boston Herald.
“IIope nestled in the bottom of Pandora's m
ami lu>|-e plumes her wings am*w, *,itne th»* i 111
ot t lie>e valuable
oi l.*, published by the Peab- 1
\\ t.:■ 11
tire tea.dung tho'l'Mi
Midim! lll'lillll'
v
liti'v t
I the maladies that sap tin cd-td1 te
Philadelphia 1 m|uir-r.
Jr should in-read by the y .-ung, the middle
New York I'ribua,
aid even tin* old
Idle first all-l O!
Medal evr Conferred up >u
Medical Man in tbe country. a a reo.gmtion ot s
and professional service*, was presented tv> th>tliorofthe.se works, Mimli ;!d, iO
Thepr*-.
tation 'a as notieed.it thetiineoi it* (MTiirr. no
the Bo-ton Pres -, and the leading journal- tliroug
out the country.
1 his magnificent Medal is ot
gold, set with more than one hundred India
inomls of rare brilliancy.

TilF.

Cavalry header and Indian 1 ghter
couutry ever produced. This will be the
most exciting and thrilling hook of the .season. 11
lustruted with a steel portrait of hen. Custer and
Mrs. Custer
numerous other spirited engravings.
and the parents of (o n. Custer will receive a share
of the protits made on each hook. Agents outfits
Send at once for terms and circulars.
now reads.
( BoCK I B X S I IChNIA
Publisher-.
.;1 Washington st.. Bo-ton.
VI

formerly occupied by Hon. .Whemiah Abbott.

Stf-AII bii-ilie
ro'mpt attention.

No. 13 Main St.reot.
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FOR

~

E. J O h N SON,

Attorney

on account of failing health,
proposes to sell
nit his entire .Stock of
BOOTS mid SHOES
About The original cost at retail, thereby
giving tlie
wearer tin* benefit of the LOW IMIICKS fort \sil
md CASHfONlD ; as J propose to close
up m\
m.-.ne-s very soon no credit w ill he
given.
My Stock consists •• all the various .-.tvle- ,,| | TIDIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ a/d, rt.nn;,
mil hin ro\ /:n i.uif 7 s, ai o s/.jr/•/■'/’.< j:i /
/'o\ Sinn S, al-o MEN’S •nnl
ROY’S '< il l
min i:
s' i.nnT, al-o < u.r si I:
Al l \
/•
inch/./' S/In/.'S, also
oiniiioii A//', THirh,
tnd Si III' S IK i/s', lor common
in fad
In- stock is too numerou- to mention in detail. and
inally, call and examine tin- (jf till ) and /•/.*/
f 7 s', ami you will he sm e to Ini \.
A l pn.po-e to
'ive all 1100/1 HA HU A I \ s' a- iotie a tli<\ I.AS I,
I I urn able to attend to bu-ineImu’i h.r-o ! the

A

AGENTS

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Office

is at

Who

Helt'.i i, June

WANTED.

tl'Ki

Attorney

II. II. HI It II US*

PI. KL

»••

This Book also contains More than f .tty
Prescriptions for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more true
the price of the book.

LIFE OF SEN. GEO. A. CUSTER.

NOTICE.
I'.DWAKD

KIBI.K.Y, recently
of II. Sihley 8: Son, is admitted
Ml.*.
firm from this
ami the firm

& C

n.

GEO. E

lace,

4jrf.xcelleuf accommodation for Pu'-engers.
( \i i. I HOs. Bl B(.h~'.
$1.ou.
Sept. :. Is;tflo

I hirers ot

Bools & Shoes
to

Koad.

continently

G.

1 In*

■

B el fast.

ers ot ships that they have the best of facilities tor
executing every branch of slopwork, for bothw oodeu ami iron ships, in a manner guarantee*! to give

Hoots, Shoos & Kubbors
inducement

Waterloo

•'

WORKS: H.arton Street.
1 his firm

Great

>

at

f (Ireate-t
f|TU
I this

IViasl, Spar & Blockmakers,

NIK

Hayford Block Shoe

at
h.

art*

|
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Thick

W

NtiINf !

ivinl.-!1* t much h-spainiul
h\ xv h it-h tie pi.-..
and l.-.lmih lhail hv the eld ue tied
le.-th iii-.-rt
e.l m Ful.t.er t.r x Ihtl.od I'o-p.ai per-..ii- ,.|Vf.-r.
II e ha- 111*- Cell all
in III l..|- the 11e!

,i.i,i
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Buy

O

P R ICES !

p

it It whom 1 li
had oln
MAS. M \
>1111111
-i.>11. til Pal »ll
I ii \« lit. tie.i it lit. I
a
j.ei .hi more iru-i
w.*i t h\ or m>. re eapaMe of eriiriuy lor them an
ai 1 •,
ami I.1\ >i aide consideration at the
atent OH..-.-.
i.i'.Mt m» r.t i:m., late r.iui. «.t pat.-m
«»N, 1 ll'loltel 1', 1>.
11. ii. 1.1‘IA
1.->.*. l»e.ir Sir you procured for
me, in 1M0. my tir.-t patent.
>ince then \<m ha,.acted lor ami ad\ ised me in hundta
oh
t->
and
I
procured many patents, reh-ue.- and e\teu-i«»n
liuve occasionallyem]tloyeil the he>t aio-ucit in .\c\\
Vork, Philadelphia and Wa-hiinrlon. but 1 -till i\.t»ur lin.-,
you almo.-t tile whole of m\ buxine*;.-, in
and advise order- to employ you.
'i our- imi\,
<.i,i >!.■(.i
i it: \ i*i;i:.
l\ r _•;.
lio.-ton, Jan'y !. 1*.

i-i d i It I el,
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..11,1
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MORRISON’S
“I l’>

11.

■■

DEXTTISTR'T!

ITt. Ti. IMIO10 Y,
No. 7EStat^

Country piroduee of all kinds will he pureha-. d
the going price
When in port the ( upturn mas
found on hoard the packet at If.rad.u
wharf, ,,r
the store ol Wi od.-, Mathews \ Bak«*r.

r<: x rr n it tvt el.'V'

III

More

11

id

cent

a

little lacerated blacky got up and made
circles around the rage, shrieking and
drying at a terrible rate, while the bear
on the gate liars and the two
perched in
the tree, shook like blown leaves, as if
tearing their turn would come next. The
little one though, that had stood on the
Hour a looker on all tin; while, crouched
in a corner, half in defiance and half in
Icar.
Old Cinnamon ate his lish and then
returned to his mutton, the lillle hear.
The little fellow jumped into the pool,
and Old Cinnamon pounced <m him to
drown him astlie spectators feared. Again
the hose was applied. (flit ('innamon did
nut seem to mind it.
He tugged lillle blacky mil of the pool
and commenced chewing him up. At this
moment' John Nordhcim bolted
right into
the don, armed with along-handled heavy
spade. •'< )h don’t go in," shouted men and
shrieked women, hut he had passed tinportals and walked right face to face with
death. Thud, Ihnd, thud—three thuds <>1
the shovel on Hruiti's head released little
blaekcy, hut turned Cinnamon on bravo
John Nordheini, who had nothing but a
spade and John Norheim’s muscle and
m ain with which to make the
tight. Thud,
thud—down went. Cinnamon, and up lie
got again, and staggered close to little

1 v

F«
I.

PATENTS.

succession ol hoarse

lot of fresh lish in under ;
his nose, hut the hail, did not take then
water was thrown on him—a big stream
from a hose. This made him let go. The
next

e 11 e

1,1111,1,11^.
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nth-in. n,
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II As I I i;
I in- tin.- I
id h»r did ue- so much
I that 1 want more te -’ell hr-eh
II im- til. III.
I ie !"• ed hud
Ad.Ire.-
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I TUB last -ailing packet i‘. M. IP > \
N II\ (’apt. ITnwu 1- Burg''s, has
again re-unt-d her weekly trips !.<■tsseen this cits and Parser's Hurl r,
\ iualhas -n, and will run until further

f

111

O

1876.

31st,

-.1 published by the I'KABOHV Ml DK'Al
a new edition of the ce!« brate :
IN.ST IT! i i
.iif .i work t-ntitJ«*ti the “M'lK.M f OK Bill
It treat* Upon M
! I: \ A I I' »N
I.I i
ii... 11. how lost, how regained and perpetual*-J,
cause and ure ft’ Kxhausted \ Utility, Impotentcy
Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrh-jea.or Ken.
Nervous an J
in:il I I'-. -* (nocturnal and diurnal
physical Debility, Hypochondria, «»looiny i’orebod
>se
i.
of
iu.
.Men*at
energy, Hagga
i'l.tnti'Tmtu ", * on fusion ot Mind and B»»s* >»1 Mein
ory, Impure snte of the Blood, and all diseail or the ind.-.
uri-dng irum tie 1 dhoh* < >E \
s of mature
ti.iii' or t'Xi'i
year*.
It (ells you all about the Morale ol'i.enerai,.i»|i> i.'logv, the Physiology 01 Marriage, oi VWJ
lock uni UiV-j-riiv Physieai Contrasts, IheMorYd.
I 111 j ir.. .-ni. l’i*r\ * r ~i >n of Marriage, Conjugal Creep; and in-mil. Counsel, Phy ical Intirmity, l:*
f:hr>' and « ure’, Keluit m* Between the >rXe
I h- MI*jthe I \j-;ui'ni : \
nf Ignorance ind 1 rror*. Mr
Am
lmpniih
Pi : ■»>
»•
\ in., Cure
Body and Min-;. IV.i
ni
r
i*i.t
l i:r a
j, Address to Patten' and c
I .*
valid Header-, I'he Authm
I*r«in-:j»l**•.
i (hi* book is truly f

ft

Depression,

I

AND WILL BE

S

the
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Carver's Harbor Packet.

it

X|e--r .\\i
F.miii:
x ..-nth-m. n,
Pb-a-e
liiid etielos.-d .ii c.-nt
lor w hit'll M-nd me t XX o ('x * I
I
\<>L1 \1(
PLASTLRS.
(hey -ri-ni 1 he
in
t t In* thin:- hu lie iv on
those who
complaint-:,
U
them te iii
1 do not use ihem m> .-it, but see
in.-' o*m- advert
and
lie.wine
that
some of
uii-nt,
ni‘ might.or- vx.-ie
miering from xarious nervous
and |'-'i 1 nfii! di a-a-aI pro;aided up.»n th.-m t<• try
the \u|.IAir FI.A il R
and thus, fur they ha\
a nd mu vour loxv
pr-.v.-d xr ry -iti-laetorv. Fle.i
r rale
I.
\ el x
the do en.
-pe, tlollv,
\V Pe
I \\ It Iv
•
Mi
I,:.
..I,,,
I

$100-^

S T O OK O ON' 1 1 L A C T8

age
old.

laded into

:• 1 v n
I he ll.-llull
IOF.V ', have proYCii
w ‘e-u ev\- oi her know n remedv im
lad.

••

*&ll t

gurgling sounds, half sigh and half shriek.
At lirst the keeper, Mr. John Nordheini,
as brave as an old
tiger hunter, tried the
elleet of panelling with a pole to make
bruin quit his hold, hut it was no go.

1

“Just the
•act

THOMSON A SON’S

I

V

■

I'll* >1 II
on <*11.on

lu tin* Wr.tein pit :i great, savage, old
cinnamon bear who wa in company with
live small lil.u k hears, all about. tIn* ante

soon

DISEASES.

the immediate rele-t and permanent cure of
nrr.'x lui'in- of Paralysis, Fpih-psx .»» fit-, and Neiv
on- :i e.d 111\ olnntarv Muscular Action,
or

i-

two-thirds giown twenty month a
I nole .John Koliin im presented lliis
l.i.’,' I .Pur lo I lit1 Harden, ami he says .1 i:i < in million lirur—one of the nm-t
lemeioiis species next lo the grizzly.
When
with the show he was 1 roulihvome, and ii
w.r
always hum.I necessary lo keep him
. :i*t*-.
chained in h.
He .1 said lo l.ig
<-i111>:111■ o11'- .TP.Iil that, lie has lil t*.I In Hie
Harden lor a war wilh the I'm- litile
hears on lerins ol intimacy ami good-lel
low hip. I’.nt tho litl 1c one were grown
into aim.. I fnll- .i/eil hears, rival of iH.I
Cinnamon ns we shall nail him. ll i
np
p.. c.l the vi il.n”: threw I'..o.| mlu the pit,
at .1 that the liltle ones
being iiimhler Ihan
>1.1 I innamon, "ot mole Ilian he .li.l, ami
tins excited his jealousy,
lie this m. .,r
o'clock yesterday alterotherwise, al
noon, (Hit C innamon monnle.l the most
active ol ll..* little hears, ami then commence.I a light such as human eves sd
.loin look upon.
Two ol the lour other
hears climhoil the snag of a tree set
ti|. in
the pit, a third clambered up the iron
gate, ami llie fourth paced around the pit
in a tremor of terror. The noise of the
eonllict. drew a crowd to the scene, manv
ol whom were ladies.
1 lie latter frequently turned
away Irniu
tile scene, lint drawn by some over-power-

1
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PENSIONS

CAN BE * QUITO AT

Belfast

&\M*.uu*

>1
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by

Association."

Medical

March
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"National

l.eave Burn'iam at lo.lo A. M.
n.i\
'.4.
1 lion;
like In...
Biook’s II.
A. M. An,
.it Bel last
iv h» P. M.
" t*
M.
l.eave Burnham at
ij.,,n.
nity ..i.
.like
Brooks' .H. Arrive at Belta-t f '•» l’..M.
lhe.se l'nnns Conm et ..
V. ••ni.ara svitti p, rllan.1,
Boston aim Bangor fra.iiOctoher ‘'.1'

Swan .t siblev Kros.
srimiK.ss.
Feb.
is;:,.
II not personalis appeared t he s-ahi • ieorge F. 1 »ii.s- i
\V. It. SWAN N VO.
more, and made oath that he foregoing tatement
NN'itli increased luciliries for transacting our busiby him uhserihed is true.
ness and with integrity mm fidelity to the intere>ts
of our customers we hope to receive a continued
>1. I'll S. I HUM AS,
liberal .'hare of tlo- public’.- patronage.
.Justice of the Peace.
SWAN N SI It 1.1-A BIKES.
William li. Sw.w.
A. n m;i; Siiu kv.
ADDITIONAL,
STATEMENT.
f*wjs
I
i>\v m:i> mum v.
since The above statement was nuule I have been
in
1
have
no
health.
hud
return
rapidly improving
of t he disagreeable -\ mptoms t hut atti inled my former sickness, and although affected from time to
time with sex.-r-- colds incidental '•> the sudden
AVK lib.MOVKD to their m*w Hanking Hoorn
changes in our climate, they have not been sufficient
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
to bring on a return of the disease.
My general
ceive deposits, placing the saint* on interest on the
health lm- been evex-licnt. 1 have gained txventylirst (lays of .June, .July, August ami September, and
five pounds and consider myself entirely recovered
lrom a di-ease that a year ago seemed likely to totalDecember, .JanuaryIebruary ai
Mairli. Interest
ly undermine mv constitution. Since last February being computed on same, t he iirst .Mondays ot .1 one
and December.
1 have consulted with a great many alhieted with
('atarrh, and in the hundred* >*f ca. es in which i
Deposits received daily,'except on Sundaes and
have sold if I have never seen an instance sufficient
Legal Holidays,) from !»to Id A. AL.uud to t i‘. M.
to shake the contide-nce 1 feel in Sanford's Radical
Saturdays Bank closes at 1j( noon.
John' if. Qumih, Ideas.
(..‘are for i'atarrh.
An A I'A l'X( b.
i.fORff f. I * I\SM< >R F..
<Jctoher
Belfast .June8th 1S7-J
IL -.
tf
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Cold Medal Awarded to the Anthor

>

our

n

Send $.‘l.oo toj oultir worth
H AM £ rti., I:*» \\ aMtimuon

Or. SELF-PRESERVATION.

illlllK THAN HVr \IIU;lll.\ fOPIESS UK

Trains now has.- Belfast at
!" A M.
Brook
Thorndike '.Is.
s.t;.
I nit v
Arriving at
Y M.
Burnham
1 eas e Belfast at M'< I*. M. itrook< :
I horn
t mty \ vs.
dike -1.'.'.
Arris ing at Burnham ,.t
I*. M.
Burntiam at

•

out

<.I’d)i:iI. i

Host

Manufacturers,

11 demon Ida's

THE SCIENCE OK LIKE:

>

Furniture Store

Revere House.

Opposite

■

A LUCHATiVE BUSiNESS.

with.
The fair but. trail wife then returned lo St.l.ouis, w here he indulged m
all maimei of e\ee. se \ and wound up in
a house ot assignation.
Her conduct, so
rnortilied and distressed him that he gave
up to despair, and became a mere wreck
ol his former ■•*11.
Jte wa. unable to retain any employment, a
he followed
him like a sleuth-liound, and seemed determined to drag him down to her lexel,
arid a* a Iasi resort he had sued for a di-

having obtained satisfaeiun
denec *.f her repeated adultery.

0- A. JACKSON & CO..
Va

Petersburg,
Aew

USUALLY KEPT IN A

■

ever

plv

vorce,

■

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston,

Maine Central Kailroad.

V KliVTI un<t

I

1

'vms awarded the hi^h.*>i prize at < rittei »ii:il I'.xpositiou Sept. '!?, l>r«i. 11" yOil wa mt the best tobacco
made ask your grocer for this, and see that
“Jackson'- lio-t” is on every plug. Sold hy all wholesale dealers. Any one van get a -apply hy applying

that;'**

Alter this date the Strainer I\ A I .YUDIN, ( aptatn
W m. B. i;.n\, will make hut one trip per week, leas
ing Belfast lor Boston on Mondays and Boston on
I'liursdays, touching at all the landing',
freight taken at usual rate.'.
D. l.AM
Agent.
Belfast Dec. I'.», 1**7G.

'•

-•

is

I hereby vertity that I have hint Catarrh lor t«*n years, amt lor tin* last si\ yeurs have
been a terrible sufferer. 1 was rendered partially deaf,
bail bn./.ill:' in the head, pains across the temple,
ill
v
spells, weal; ami painful eyes, swollen and ulcerated tonsils, hard and constant cough .severe paiu
across 1 h«- cliO"!, and every imlicalion of
consumption. .My head ached all the time,
I 'he matter ao
cumulated so rapidly in my head and throat that 1
could not keep them free,
Kre<|iiently at night l
would spring out of hed, it seemed to me, at the
I would then have recourse to
p"int id utl.>c:ii ion.
every menus in my power to dislodge the tnucW'
Irom mv throat and head before being able to
sleep
again. For a period of «d.\ years my tonsils were
ulcerated and
much inllamed that 1 could with
difficulty swallow. I finally consulted an eminent
surgeon in regard to an operation on them, hut at
hA re.|t.e-t postponed it.
fhe constant inttamma
tion and ulceration in my throat caused by the poisonous matter
dropping down irom my head had
irritated and initauie l my lung- that 1 roughed in i
cessantly, -a deep, hanl cough. Meanwhile inyy
tem began to -ti )W The effects Ot this disease, *o
that 1 lost llesh, grew pale, and showed
e\i-rysymp
tom ot an early float h by
consumption. \V hen nml
ters had reaehed t hi stage, or about six months ago,
1 began the u>e ot S.\Ni\.i:ir. Hado \i thin r.>h
t \i
After u>ing the iir-t bottle 1 began to
fhe jir-1 dose m'i iiuh! to clear my
improve rapidly,
head a- 1 had not known it to be for year-, it seeni
ed gradually to arre t the discharges. j( y‘oj>j‘t.!
“i1.- ‘ii t rt.‘ </*/;,.?.
Hy using it as a gargle J
on reduceil the inflammation and
swelling of m\
tonsil', o that they soon ceased to trouble me. 1 h. i
across my chest disappeared, the bu' nog
soreni-s
noi -»• in my head ce.i-i-d. mv -eases ot hearing and
ot ''•mug were completely restored, and
every svmp
tom ot di-ease that had reduceil me to the verge ot
the grave disappeared by the u-c ot S\\i »»i: d‘1{ V !' Ii \l. C !•!
(A I A I; |; 11.
I have hern rims exploit because, a- a druggist, i
hai seen a great deal of s'iiilet ingfrom y utnrrh.and
hep- to- om iii 'c many that this is a great remedy.
I am '.mi i
with the treatment »• t f'atarrhal bs !'
he t physicians, and have consulted
j racti
t! e lill'.-l e III' M e U' abou: HlV el
| |m Ve IlSed even
h
kind ot' re ii
and apparatus that have appeared
during per. ..let -iv years pa.-t, and have, while
t■ ‘llow'in
11 ei:• ii-.-, taken great care of mv genera !
luallb. but obtain* 1 non lief or encouragement from
any ot them.
him
Uadi. \i
*•_ curing mv.-di wit It mnhii:h
<
.il>a .e recommended it in over one handled
ea-*
without ;* single ca.-e ,>f failure, : ltd have in
tuimeroits instances received wholesale orders from
dd one bottle,
this is the
parte to whom I have
only patent medicine 1 have ever recommended
lies fV has ing believed in them before, although con I
stantlv engaged in their sale.

in PricoB of
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■

hsteile, whose (‘lulu

Largo Decline
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“It is mine, Frank,” said she, pleadingly approaching him and endeavoring to
throw her arms about him.
“My Hod,” he muttered, as ho staggered up against the door, utterly amazed,
and pushing her from him he demanded
to know why he, who had never
wronged
her by thought, word or deed, should be
thus betrayed, and that by the only woman he had ever loved.
She begun weeping bitterly, and confided to him whom
sin* had just so deeply wr
-nged the story
ol her betrayal by a
wealthy banker ot
New Orleans, ywhose name appears in the
petition,) and whom she designated as the
lather o. her child. ^ oung t inrdon was at
a loss w n il to do midor the circumstance*.
He did not have the moral courage to
lace a downing world'* with the lads in
the case, but rather chose to burv hi*
moi!ilieat ion. He finally rented rooms for
her. u lien* she remained for two mouths.
Then ilonlon induced her to go t.» New
< b leans under the
promise that he wouhl
lolj<• w her. This promise In* did not < .»m-

A

-•»

licit) iUtbcrtisemcnts.

dry-goods

K

We Have Heard of it!!

BOSTON DRUGGIST.

promise

returned to it again, (,'inna
style oi lighting was to .seize lii.s
adversary by the throat, just hack of the
ear, and quartering under the jaw, closed
upon him like a steel trap, and hold him
simmons guest kept talking right along. down, shaking occasionally with short
but always hearing down and
"Did you see that curious contrivance shakes,
j
last.
The little one, which was
in Machinery Hall called the Kellogg lial- I holding
only hall or two-thirds the weight of his
lot box ?”
assailant, shrieked most human-like
At
Mr. Pinipleton shook his head.
lirst his cries were appalling, like the
"That is where you missed it, again.
Take care! take care !" hut they
words.

One id the most

SWORN STATEMENT

houses, and in the
course ol two years, by slriei economy,
he had saved sutlieient means to justify
him oi attempting a vovage upon the
CMKW“SMOKE
tempestuous <ea of matrimony, tie had
been in the meantime in constant communication by letter with the idol ot his E
i’
T)|HA4 « O
'■
! *.-l,
heart, and dually, a little less than a year
m|( il.
I
o «Oi l i k ii
he
wrote
her
to
come
to
St.
Louis
ago,
at a given lime and they would be married.
'in the
ith ot March, ls7 >, she
THt l'!0.:
iJCAUiU Ctf. iiS&OKL'fS. )i. *•
arrived and took rooms at the Southern.
The services of the Bet 1 >r. Tudor, of the SB6 a w-vk in \ im,v own taw ti I. rrn- Mini s', uiiim
live. !I. IIAl l 1 I I A. <>., Cortland, Main*Centenary Methodist episcopal church,
A«.l
IS NVA N 1i'1>on
were secured and the ecipinony was perI 'ouif>iu:ition !*r..-1m
formed in the presence of a large circle
of tin- friends and acquaintances ol Mr.
U1STINCT
(Jordon, and they were pronounced hus- wniiifil e\ er\ \\ Imre. T1
3 1st11>r
band ami wife.
After an hour in the par- Triol. Sal*- math1 from thi u In n .ill -in.-i<- ]:. -k
lor- -pent in social chat the guest.sdeparl- tail. A Iso, A tent* wanted oil omi-JUai.NII U C NT
1A.MIIA llllil.l.s. Superior to all oilier*. With
ed and the happy bride and groom re- ill V !i 111 ill •! •
a IlllO.UO-.t
a b(U ;in«| MuMt‘1 it
niiidiiitr*. rio-'o nooks i»»'at m. w uri.i. nil j».t:
paired to the ioonis assigned them, and .iculitrs
IV
A< 1 1 r»•
\
which were adjoining each other, being < O
r*. 3*1111.1 IbRI.lMK B 4.
separated by tedding doors. Arrived in
JESSE
the front room ol the suite, they sat for a
AMES & SONS
short, time in commonplace conversation,
Patent anil Straight Spring Wheat
when, as if suddenly recalling some almost
lorgotten mission, Kstel'e asked i
Frank to aeeoinpmy her into the next l
room
lor a moment,
lie, supposing for I i: i :< 11 *i i-;( x is op rmsi cm .mii .m at mr
I N I l.N.MAl. I! .1! IP.ITION.
the instant that she had some lady Iriend
A via! *1 given tor “VKKY IJ.NK rol.oi;" mo
m
present to his acquaintance, hesitated “V'Kill IKK AT s III I '.Nr(. I if of Flour.
and told her it was too late.
NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA.
But she in/ hr (i /■ i'n 11 \ illri'/ru IS h /’ II .,<■
sisted. and he submitted to being led into
agents w-hi u.v n.u amt
the next room. There In* saw an old col- WANTFfl
¥f nn 1
<»LU,u-ry attrartoe book, Tin*
ored woman whom both he and his wile ■n«»ii of the
('(‘iitur.v," ;i grain] Kneyclopn-di.-t.
had known from infancy as a servant A line ehance for lirst-c la's.- canwirfMT.- nothing ike
il ; mooli m.* with >pIondhi sutvo :.
I*. Bf. Ill
of her family, and lying contentedly upon
■*ubli<»lM*r, lloston,
her lap an infant about six months old.
(juiek as lightning a horrid suspicion
Hashed through his mind, and turning
SWEET NAVY
quickly upon his new made bride he
asked :
CHEWING
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meiii,

and id

grown
tired of the word “I milennial”
than of Mrs. Pitrsimmoti's hash
Indeed,
while tin* monotony ot the latter is occasionally broken by a button, a shingle
nail, or an elongated hair. Air. Pimpleton’s centennial discourse runs on continuously, without the ripple of a change
It so happened on Thnrsdav last that

guard it,

•/ tnroagh lalsehood,
-uch :i thing might be! but
t could not conn* to you,
dare not stand here in your pure, iweet presence,
Knowing my sell untrue.

11

has confined his ta-

Pimpleton

chinery Hall, of tlie Art Gallery
Agricultural Ilall, until they have

iug'

J
so

Unit

to

■

would go hence out Ol the glowing SUH«hille,
Out of the garden bloom,
out of the liv ing, thinking, reeling present.
Into the uuknown gloom
n

prior

that in six day-'* lie saw all there was
worth seeing;.
I lie world was'made In six days," lie
iias been wont to observe, “and it stands
to reason that a rnan ought to he able to
see all there is in it in the same length id'
All the world wasn’t at the Cententime.
nial. but what there was of it 1 saw.'
This weighty reasoning has served to
silence Mr. I’irnpleton’s fellow boarders,
who have labored under a disadvantage
in the argument, because none of them
visited the Philadelphia show
These
unfortunate persons have been obliged to
listen to Mr. Pimpleton's oft-repeated descriptions of the Main Building, ot Ma-

oil

lio

weeks

and it his hitherto been his constant boast

Hush! do not answer! It is ,1 tell you
Indeed 1 speak the truth
You, standing there, <o warm with lile and vigor,
bright with health and youth.
\

wain

ble talk almost exclusively' to the wonderful things which he saw at Philadelphia Mr. I’impleton spent a week there,

garden,

ear

Nay ! Do not tell me why,
I will not listen' if you go without

lor

event. Mr.

••.•see, love'" die murmur-; “yott shall wear my
kerchief
It is the badge 1 know
And it will bear you safely through the
nrti. t.
If—il Indeed, you go
^

Rt

Complexion.

This prt iumtiioii is t!»•* sunn- usett
by the I.ntlit's of “Ciivassiu,” whose
complexions are worhl fumed. It will
u<»i injure me skin, but change un- most swan ny to
lily whiteness. Prepared Irom tin* Oripnnl Recipe
by MISS MIKA WENTWORTH, I1 ortland, Price,
Fifty Cents. Soil in Belfast by I{. 11. Moody, W < >.
Poor and Rose Sheldon & Co., attd by druggists

|

generally.
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At u Probate Cniirt held P B. lta-t, within aud tor
the t OUUly Ol Waldo, Oil the eCoTnl lie dn> <d
.InIllial'V, A. 1, Is;.
LP.I i. l M. Li.l .\t\ll i:, Administrator nt the
u V T state of Daniel Plummer late of Montville, in
a id fount y of Waldo,
deceased, having presented
his tirst and iinui account, together with Hi*» private
laiui tor allowance.
i»rile ted, t hat t he said Administrator give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order
to be published three weeks
successively in the lie
publican .Imirnal, printed at Belfast, that they ma>
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday
of February next, at tell of the clock before uoon,
and shew cause, a any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.

\

A true

copy.

PHILO HKRSfiY, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

